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A BSTRACT

We investigate the information theoretic limits of two types of state-dependent models in this dissertation. These models capture a wide range of wireless communication
scenarios where there are interference cognition among transmitters. Hence, information theoretic studies of these models provide useful guidelines for designing new interference cancellation schemes in practical wireless networks.
In particular, we first study the two-user state-dependent Gaussian multiple access
channel (MAC) with a helper. The channel is corrupted by an additive Gaussian state
sequence known to neither the transmitters nor the receiver, but to a helper noncausally,
which assists state cancellation at the receiver. Inner and outer bounds on the capacity
region are first derived, which improve the state-of-the-art bounds given in the literature. Further comparison of these bounds yields either segments on the capacity region
boundary or the full capacity region by considering various regimes of channel parameters.
We then study the two-user Gaussian state-dependent Z-interference channel (Z-IC),
in which two receivers are corrupted respectively by two correlated states that are noncausally known to transmitters, but unknown to receivers. Three interference regimes
are studied, and the capacity region or the sum capacity boundary is characterized either
fully or partially under various channel parameters. The impact of the correlation between the states on the cancellation of state and interference as well as the achievability
of the capacity is demonstrated via numerical analysis.
Finally, we extend our results on the state-dependent Z-IC to the state-dependent

regular IC. As both receivers in the regular IC are interfered, more sophisticated achievable schemes are designed. For the very strong regime, the capacity region is achieved
by a scheme where the two transmitters implement a cooperative dirty paper coding.
For the strong but not very strong regime, the sum-rate capacity is characterized by rate
splitting, layered dirty paper coding and successive cancellation. For the weak regime,
the sum-rate capacity is achieved via dirty paper coding individually at two receivers as
well as treating interference as noise. Numerical investigation indicates that for the regular IC, the correlation between states impacts the achievability of the channel capacity
in a different way from that of the Z-IC.
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C HAPTER 1

I NTRODUCTION

Since the early 1940s, when Claude E. Shannon established the maximum amount
of information that can be sent over a noisy channel in his classic papers [1] and [2],
information theory has driven the evolution of communication systems from one generation to another. Shannon’s original work focused on the discrete memoryless channel, in which the transition probability distribution (i.e., the noise characteristics of the
channel) is perfectly known to both the transmitter and the receiver. In this scenario,
he proved theoretically the existence of coding and decoding schemes to achieve any
rate below the channel capacity, and proved that such capacity is the reliable transmission limit via a converse argument. In particular, Shannon came up with the idea of
random coding (see [3]) to show the achievability of the rate, the ingenious tool that
is still widely used in information theory today and is used throughout the rest of this
dissertation.
Then, Shannon’s basic approach was extended by both mathematicians and engineers to more general models with respect to information sources, coding structures,
and performance measures. The fundamental theorem for entropy was extended to the
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same generality as the ordinary ergodic theorems by McMillan [4] and Breiman [5] and
the result is now known as the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem (the asymptotic
equipartition theorem or AEP, the ergodic theorem of information theory, and the entropy theorem). A variety of detailed proofs of the basic coding theorems and stronger
versions of the theorems for memoryless, Markov, and other special cases of random
processes were developed.
In [6], Robert M. Gray pointed out that there are two primary goals of information
theory: The first is the development of the fundamental theoretical limit on the achievable performance when communicating a given information source over a given communication channel using optimal (but only theoretical) coding schemes from within a
prescribed class. The second goal is the development of practical coding schemes, e.g.,
structured encoder(s) and decoder(s), which provide the performance that is reasonably
good in comparison with the optimal performance given by the theory.
During the development of practical communication systems, both of these two
goals need to be fulfilled. In this dissertation, we mainly investigate the first aspect
of information theory. In particular, we focus on a type of state-dependent channels,
and explore the dirty paper coding as a useful tool to understand the fundamental performance limit of such a type of channels. The remainder of this chapter provides background materials and outlines the contributions of this dissertation.

1.1

Motivation

Interference management is one of important issues that determine the spectral efficiency of wireless networks. Techniques to deal with interference in all up-to-date
cellular networks follow the basic principle of orthogonalizing transmissions in time,
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frequency, code, and space, which yields TDMA, FDMA, CDMA and more advanced
OFDM technologies. However, orthogonal schemes typically do not reach the best
spectral efficiency and are not information theoretically optimal in general. On the
other hand, various advanced non-orthogonal interference cancellation schemes are proposed, motivated by information theoretic designs. For example, the Han-Kobayashi [7]
scheme is based on the idea that the receiver decodes interference partially, and then subtracts it from the output to reduce the interference. Such a scheme is recently exploited
in a down-link non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) scheme for interference management in [8, 9] and [10]. However, such successive interference cancellation requires
users to share codebooks and hence can be very complex to implement in practice, especially when transmissions are not within the same network domain.
My dissertation aims at investigating a new framework for interference control in
wireless networks based on the following key perspectives of the interference. In fact,
interference signals in nature contain coded information sent to certain intended nodes,
and hence such signals as codeword sequences are typically noncausally known by various nodes in the network. For example, an interferer clearly knows the interference
signal that it causes to other users noncausally, because such interference is the codeword that this interferer transmits to its intended receivers. As another example, if the
interferer is a base station, it can easily inform other base stations about its interference
via the backhaul network or inform access points in the cell via wired links. The major
observation here is that interference cognition (i.e., the knowledge of interference being
informed to various nodes) naturally exists or can be established at very low costs in
networks. Thus, nodes that possess noncausal interference information should be able
to exploit it to assist cancellation of such interference.
One major advantage of such an idea is that the design of interference cancellation
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is handled mainly at the interferer or the helper side, which are typically powerful nodes
(such as base stations and access points) in networks and can hence easily take the extra
load of interference cancellation. Since the design is on one side, it is more efficient
and does not require sharing codebooks as in successive interference cancellation in the
Han-Kobayashi scheme. Moreover, the design can be made transparent to nodes being
interfered with. This is very useful in cognitive networks (i.e., [11–13]) and internet of
things (IoT) networks [14–16]. With the interference to primary nodes being canceled
by the interferer itself or helper nodes, the access of primary channels can be made
simultaneous and transparent from primary networks.
In this dissertation, we explore two types of information theoretic models, which
capture the impact of interference cognition in wireless networks, and set the goal of best
exploiting such information for interference cancellation. These two types of models
respectively represent two angles to treat the interference cognition and thus focus on
two performance objectives to accomplish. We next explain the essence of these two
types of models by their basic versions.
• The first type of models are state-dependent channels with the state known at a
helper, where neither the transmitter nor the receiver knows the information of
channel interference. Instead, there is a dedicate helper who has the information
of channel interference and assists the receiver to cancel the channel state. This
model can be illustrated via an example (see Fig. 1.1). In this model, we consider
a device-to-device (D2D) communication in a picocell located inside a macrocell
of a cellular network. The D2D communication inside the picocell is corrupted
by the interference sn . The helper (i.e., wireless router) in the picocell, which
knows the information of channel state through the wire cable, sends its signal
X0n to help the D2D communication. Although the help signal X0n may also cause
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interference to the macrocell base station, as long as the power of X0n is much
less than the power of S n , there is still significant gain in throughput. In fact, our
results demonstrate that the helper can use a relatively small amount of power to
completely cancel the interference that the base station causes to D2D users (e.g.,
the picocell users in our example) even if the interference is as large as infinite.

Fig. 1.1: state-dependent channels with states known at helper

• The second type of models are state-dependent channels with the state known at
transmitters, so that the transmitters can help the receiver to cancel the state interference. This class of models can be illustrated via a simple example as follows.
Consider a multi-cell network, where base station 1 sends information to a cellular
user. It is typical that base station 2 in cell 2 can cause interference to the cellular
user in cell 1. In this case, base station 2 can send such interference to base station 1 through the backhaul network, so that base station 1 can use its noncausal
knowledge about the interference to cancel the interference efficiently.
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Fig. 1.2: state-dependent channels with states known at transmitter

The above two basic scenarios can be broadened to a wide range of network models to capture various scenarios arising in practical networks: multiple receivers can be
interfered with by the same or different interfering sources, multiple helpers can cooperatively assist interference cancellation, and interference from different interfering
sources can be known distributively by different helpers. All of these models have their
representative characteristics which give rise to unique designs and technical challenges,
and comprehensive exploration of these models will yield a new framework for interference management based on interference cognition.
Thus, the goal of this dissertation is to conduct extensive investigations of the two
types of models in order to develop comprehensive understandings of the impact of
cognitive interference on interference management in various network environments
and devise a set of analysis techniques for characterizing the information theoretic performance of these models. Our studies will provide useful guidelines to significantly
improve interference management technologies in practical wireless networks. In particular, we design new interference/state cancellation schemes that maximize the perfor-
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mance of these systems, and characterize the fundamental communication limits of the
basic models. Then, we can understand the impact of different channel parameters on
the achievability of the channel capacity through our numerical analysis.

1.2

Related Work

In this section, we introduce studies in the literature that are related to the results
in this dissertation. The study of state-dependent channels were initiated by Shannon
in [17], in which the channel model with causal knowledge of the channel state at the
transmitter was studied. In [18], the point-to-point channel with the state known noncausally at the transmitter was studied, and the capacity was obtained for the discrete
memoryless channel via Gel’fand-Pinsker binning. Based on this result, in [19], the capacity for the state-dependent point-to-point Gaussian channel was obtained, and it was
shown that the state can be perfectly canceled as if there is no state interference. The
achievable scheme was referred to as "dirty paper coding".
Various state-dependent network models have been studied, including the statedependent multiple-access channel (MAC) in [20–24], the state-dependent broadcast
channel in [25–28], the state-dependent relay channel in [26, 29–31], and the statedependent interference channel (IC) as we discuss below.
More closely to our work on the state-dependent ICs in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4
are a few studies on the state-dependent ICs as follows. A state-dependent IC model
was studied in [32, 33] with two receivers corrupted by the same state, and in [34] with
two receivers corrupted by independent states. More recently, in [35], both the statedependent regular IC and Z-IC were studied, where the receivers are corrupted by the
same but differently scaled state. Furthermore, in [36, 37], a type of the state-dependent
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Z-IC was studied, in which only one receiver is corrupted by the state and the state information is known only to the other transmitter. In [38], a type of the state-dependent Z-IC
with two states was studied, where each transmitter knows only the state that corrupts
its corresponding receiver. In [39], a state-dependent Z-interference broadcast channel
was studied, in which one transmitter has only one message for its corresponding receiver, and the other transmitter has two messages respectively for two receivers. Both
receivers are corrupted by the same state, which is known to both transmitters.
In [40] and [41], a model of the cognitive state-dependent IC was also studied, in
which both transmitters (i.e., the primary and cognitive transmitters) jointly send one
message to receiver 1, and the cognitive transmitter sends an additional message separately to receiver 2. The state is noncausally known at the cognitive transmitter only.
In [42, 43], two state-dependent cognitive IC models were studied, where one transmitter knows both messages, and the two receivers are corrupted by two states which are
know to both the two transmitters.
In all the previous work on the state-dependent IC and Z-IC, the states at two receivers are either assumed to be independent, or to be the same but differently scaled,
with the exception of [38] that allows correlation between states. However, [38] assumes
that each transmitter knows only one state at its corresponding receiver, and hence two
transmitters cannot cooperate to cancel the states. In this dissertation, we investigate
the state-dependent IC and Z-IC with the two receivers being corrupted respectively by
two correlated states and with both transmitters knowing both states in order for them to
cooperate. The state sequences are assumed to be known at both transmitters. The main
focus of this dissertation is on the Gaussian state-dependent IC and Z-IC, where the
receivers are corrupted by additive interference, state, and noise. The aim is to design
encoding and decoding schemes to handle interference as well as to cancel the state at
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the receivers. In particular, we are interested in answering the following two fundamental questions: (1) whether or under what conditions both states can be simultaneously
fully canceled so that the capacity for the IC and Z-IC without state can be achieved;
and (2) what is the impact that the correlation between two states make towards state
cancellation and capacity achievability.
A common nature that the above models share is that for each message to be transmitted, at least one transmitter in the system knows both the message and the state, and
can incorporate the state information in encoding of the message so that state interference at the corresponding receiver can be canceled However, in practice, it is often the
case that transmitters that have messages intended for receivers do not know the state,
whereas some third-party nodes know the state, but do not know the message. In such a
mismatched case, a helper user can assist all the interfered users to cancel state, though
state information cannot be exploited in encoding of messages. A number of previously
studied models capture such mismatched property. In [44], the point-to-point channel
with a helper was studied, in which a transmitter sends a message to a state-dependent
receiver, and a helper knows the state noncausally and can help the transmission. Lattice
coding was designed in [44] for the helper to assist state cancellation at the receiver, and
was shown to be optimal under certain channel conditions. A number of more general
models were then further studied, which include the point-to-point channel as a special
case. More specifically, in [45, 46], the state-dependent MAC was studied, which can
be viewed as the point-to-point model with the helper also having its own message to
the receiver. Two more general state-dependent MACs were studied in [47] and [48],
which can be viewed as the MAC model in [45, 46] respectively with the helper further knowing the transmitter’s message and with one more state corruption known at
the transmitter. In [49], the state-dependent Z-interference channel was studied, which
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can be viewed as the point-to-point model with the helper also having a message to its
own receiver. In [29, 30], the state-dependent relay channel was studied, which can be
viewed as the point-to-point model with the helper also receiving information from the
transmitter and serving as a relay. When these models reduce to the point-to-point model
here, the results in [30, 46, 48, 49] characterize the capacity of the Gaussian channel as
the state power goes to infinity as in [44]. In particular, the achievable scheme in [48]
is based on lattice coding similar to [44], and the scheme in [30, 46, 49] can be viewed
as single-bin dirty paper coding (i.e., a special case of dirty paper coding [18, 19] with
only one bin). The channel capacity of channels with helper remained unknown until,
in [50], a new achievable scheme was introduced. under which the channel capacity for
point-to-point channel with helper is characterized when the power of channel state is
finite and the power of helper is small.
In this dissertation, we are interested in the state-dependent MAC with a helper. Various state-dependent MAC models were studied previously, which are related but different from the MAC model with a helper studied in this dissertation. State-dependent
MAC models with state causally or strictly causally known at the transmitter were studied in [20–24], whereas our model assumes that the state is noncausally known at the
helper. The two-user MAC with state noncausally known at the transmitters has been
previously studied in various cases. [51, 52] studied the MAC model with state noncausally known at both transmitters, while [45, 46] assumed that the state is known only
to one transmitter. [47] studied the cognitive MAC model in which one transmitter also
knows the other transmitter’s message in addition to the noncausal state information.
Furthermore, [48, 53] studied the model with the receiver being corrupted by two independent states and each state is known noncausally to one transmitter. In all these
two-user MAC models with noncausal state information, at least one transmitter knows
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the state information, and can hence encode messages by incorporating the state information. Our MAC model is different in that only an additional helper knows the state
information and assists to cancel the state. Our goal is to characterize the capacity region
either fully or partially for such a model.

1.3

Contributions and Organization of Dissertation

The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we study the
two-user state-dependent MAC with a helper. In this model, transmitters 1 and 2 respectively send two messages to one receiver, which is corrupted by an independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) state sequence. The state sequence is known to neither
the transmitters nor the receiver, but is known to a helper noncausally, which thus assists state interference cancellation at the receiver. Our focus is on the Gaussian channel
with additive state. An outer bound on the capacity region is first derived, and an inner
bound is then obtained based on a scheme that integrates direct state cancellation and
single-bin dirty paper coding. By comparing the inner and outer bounds, the channel
parameters are partitioned into appropriate cases, and for each case, either segments on
the capacity region boundary or the full capacity region are characterized.
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we investigate the Gaussian state-dependent IC and
Z-IC, in which two receivers are corrupted respectively by two different but correlated
states that are noncausally known to two transmitters and but are unknown to the receivers. Three interference regimes are studied, and the capacity region or sum capacity
boundary is characterized either fully or partially under various channel parameters. For
the very strong regime, the capacity region is achieved by a scheme where the two transmitters implement a cooperative dirty paper coding. For the strong but not very strong
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regime, the sum-rate capacity is characterized by rate splitting, layered dirty paper coding and successive cancellation. For the weak regime, the sum-rate capacity is achieved
via dirty paper coding individually at two receivers as well as treating interference as
noise. Furthermore, the impact of the correlation between states on cancellation of state
and interference as well as achievability of capacity is explored with numerical illustrations.
This dissertation leads to the following two conference publications, one journal
paper publication and one journal paper to be submitted.
[1] Y. Sun, R. Duan, Y. Liang, A. Khisti and S. Shamai (Shitz), "Helper-assisted state
cancellation for multiple access channels," in Proceedings of IEEE International
Symposium on Information Theory (ISIT), Barcelona, Spain, Jul. 2016.
[2] Y. Sun, R. Duan, Y. Liang, and S. Shamai (Shitz), "State-Dependent Z-Interference
Channel with Correlated States," in Proceedings of IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory (ISIT), Aachen, Germany, Jun. 2017.
[3] Y. Sun, R. Duan, Y. Liang, A. Khisti and S. Shamai (Shitz), "Capacity Characterization for State-Dependent Gaussian Channel With a Helper," IEEE Transactions
on Information Theory, vol. 62, no. 12, pp. 7123-7134, Dec. 2016.
[4] Y. Sun, R. Duan, Y. Liang, and S. Shamai (Shitz), "State-Dependent Interference
Channel with Correlated States," in preparation.
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C HAPTER 2

H ELPER -A SSISTED S TATE
C ANCELLATION FOR M ULTIPLE
A CCESS C HANNELS

In this chapter, we study the state-dependent MAC channel with a helper, where two
transmitters wish to send the messages to a receiver over a state-corrupted channel, and
a helper knows the state information noncausally and wishes to assist the receiver to
cancel the state interference.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We first describe the channel model.
Then, we provide lower and upper bounds on the capacity. By analyzing the lower
bounds to compare them with our upper bounds, we characterize the capacity region
either fully or partially in various cases.
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2.1

Channel Model

Fig. 2.1: The state-dependent MAC with a helper

We consider the state-dependent MAC with a helper (as shown in Fig. 2.1), in which
transmitter 1 sends a message W1 , and transmitter 2 sends a message W2 to the receiver.
The encoder fk : W → Xkn at transmitter k maps a message wk ∈ Wk to a codeword
xnk ∈ Xkn for k = 1, 2. The two inputs xn1 and xn2 are transmitted over the MAC to a
receiver, which is corrupted by an i.i.d. state sequence S n . The state sequence is known
to neither the transmitters nor the receiver, but is known to a helper noncausally. Hence,
the helper assists the receiver to cancel the state interference. The encoder f0 : S n →
X0n at the helper maps the state sequence sn ∈ S n into a codeword xn0 ∈ X0n . The
channel transition probability is given by PY |X0 X1 X2 S . The decoder g : Y n → (W1 , W2 )
at the receiver maps the received sequence y n into two messages ŵk ∈ Wk for k = 1, 2.
The average probability of error for a length-n code is defined as

Pe(n)

|W1 | |W2 |
X
X
1
P r{(ŵ1 , ŵ2 ) 6= (w1 , w2 )}.
=
|W1 ||W2 | w =1 w =1
1

2

(2.1)
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(n)

A rate pair (R1 , R2 ) is achievable if there exist a sequence of message sets Wk
(n)

(n)

(n)

with

(n)

|Wk | = 2nRk for k = 1, 2, and encoder-decoder tuples (f0 , f1 , f2 , g (n) ) such that
(n)

the average error probability Pe

→ 0 as n → ∞. We define the capacity region to be

the closure of the set of all achievable rate pairs (R1 , R2 ).
We focus on the state-dependent Gaussian channel with the output at the receiver for
one channel use given by

Y = X0 + X1 + X2 + S + N

(2.2)

where the noise variables N ∼ N (0, 1), and S ∼ N (0, Q). Both the noise variables
and the state variable are i.i.d. over channel uses. The channel inputs X0 , X1 and X2
are subject to the average power constraints P0 , P1 and P2 .
Our goal is to characterize the capacity region of the Gaussian channel under various
channel parameters (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q).

2.2

Outer and Inner Bounds

We first provide an outer bound on the capacity region as follows, in which the first
terms in the "min" improve the corresponding bounds give in [54].
Proposition 1. An outer bound on the capacity region of the state-dependent Gaussian
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MAC with a helper consists of rate pairs (R1 , R2 ) satisfying:

R1 6 min

n1

log(1 +

√

P1
1
) + log(1 + P0 − ρ20S P0 ),
2
P0 Q + P0 + 1

2
Q + 2ρ0S
o
1
log(1 + P1 )
2
n1
P
√ 2
R2 6 min
log(1 +
)+
2
Q + 2ρ0S P0 Q + P0 + 1
o
1
log(1 + P2 )
2
n1
P1 + P 2
√
R1 + R2 6 min
log(1 +
)+
2
Q + 2ρ0S P0 Q + P0 + 1
o
1
log(1 + P1 + P2 )
2

(2.3a)
1
log(1 + P0 − ρ20S P0 ),
2
(2.3b)
1
log(1 + P0 − ρ20S P0 ),
2
(2.3c)

for some ρ0S that satisfies −1 6 ρ0S 6 1.
Proof. See Section 2.4.1.
The second terms in the "min" in (2.3a)-(2.3c) capture the capacity region of the
Gaussian MAC without state. If these bounds dominate the outer bound, then it is
possible to design achievable schemes to fully cancel the state. Otherwise, if the first
terms in the "min" in (2.3a)-(2.3c) dominate the outer bound, then the state cannot be
fully canceled by any scheme, and the capacity region of the state-dependent MAC is
smaller than that of the MAC without state.
We next derive an achievable region for the channel based on an achievable scheme
that integrates direct state cancellation and single-bin dirty paper coding. In particular,
since the helper does not know the messages, dirty paper coding naturally involves only
one bin. More specifically, an auxiliary random variable (represented by U in Proposition 2) is generated to incorporate the state information so that the receiver decodes such
variable first to cancel the state and then decode the transmitters’ information. Based on
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such an achievable scheme, we derive the following inner bound on the capacity region.
Proposition 2. For the discrete memoryless state-dependent MAC with a helper, an
inner bound on the capacity region consists of rate pairs (R1 , R2 ) satisfying:

R1 ≤ min{I(X1 ; Y |X2 , U ), I(U, X1 ; Y |X2 ) − I(U ; S)}

(2.4a)

R2 ≤ min{I(X2 ; Y |X1 , U ), I(U, X2 ; Y |X1 ) − I(U ; S)}

(2.4b)

R1 + R2 ≤ min{I(X1 , X2 ; Y |U ), I(U, X1 , X2 ; Y ) − I(U ; S)}

(2.4c)

for some distribution PS PU |S PX0 |U S PX1 PX2 PY |SX0 X1 X2 .
Proof. See Section 2.4.2.
Based on the above inner bound, we derive the following inner bound for the Gaussian channel.
Proposition 3. For the state-dependent Gaussian MAC with a helper, an inner bound
on the capacity region consists of rate pairs (R1 , R2 ) satisfying:

R1 6 min{f (α, β, P1 ), g(α, β, P1 )}

(2.5a)

R2 6 min{f (α, β, P2 ), g(α, β, P2 )}

(2.5b)

R1 + R2 6 min{f (α, β, P1 + P2 ), g(α, β, P1 + P2 )}

for some real constants α and β satisfying −

q

P0
Q

6β6

q

P0
.
Q

(2.5c)

In the above bounds,

1
P00 (P00 + (1 + β)2 Q + P + 1)
f (α, β, P ) = log 0
,
2
P0 Q(α − 1 − β)2 + P00 + α2 Q


P (P00 + α2 Q)
1
,
g(α, β, P ) = log 1 + 0
2
P0 Q(α − 1 − β)2 + P00 + α2 Q

(2.6)
(2.7)
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where P00 = P0 − β 2 Q.
Proof. The region follows from Proposition 2 by choosing the joint Gaussian distribution for random variables as follows:

U = X00 + αS,
X0 = X00 + βS,
X00 ∼ N (0, P00 ),
X1 ∼ N (0, P1 ),
X2 ∼ N (0, P2 )

where X00 , X1 , X2 , S are independent. The constraint on β follows due to the power
constraint on X0 .
We note that the above construction of the input X0 of the helper reflects two state
cancelation schemes: the term βS represents direct cancelation of some state power
in the output of the receiver; and the variable X00 is used for dirty paper coding via
generation of the state-correlated auxiliary variable U . Hence, the parameter β controls
the balance of two schemes in the integrated scheme, and can be optimized to achieve
the best performance. This scheme is also equivalent to the one with U = X0 + αS,
where X0 and S are correlated. While such approaches have been considered in the
literature (see e.g., [45]), we believe that selecting U and X0 successively provides a
more operational meaning to the correlation structure.
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2.3

Capacity Characterization

By comparing the inner and outer bounds provided in Section 2.2, we characterize
the capacity region or segments on the capacity boundary in various channel cases. Our
idea is to separately analyze the bounds (2.5a)-(2.5c) in the inner bound and characterize
conditions on the channel parameters (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) under which these bounds respectively meet the bounds (2.3a)-(2.3c) in the outer bound. In such cases, the corresponding
segment on the capacity region is characterized.
We first consider the bound on R1 in (2.5a). Let
(1 + β1 )P00
,
P00 + 1
s
P0
β1 = ρ∗0S
.
Q

α1 =

(2.8)
(2.9)

Then f (α, β, P1 ) takes the following form


1
P1
√
f (α1 , β1 , P1 ) = log 1 +
2
Q + 2ρ∗0S P0 Q + P0 + 1
1
+ log(1 + P0 − ρ∗2
0S P0 )
2

(2.10)

where ρ∗0S ∈ [−1, 1] maximizes


1
P1
1
√
log 1 +
+ log(1 + P0 − ρ20S P0 ).
2
2
Q + 2ρ0S P0 Q + P0 + 1
In fact, α1 is set to maximize f (α, β, P1 ) for fixed β, and β1 is set to maximize the
function with α being replaced by α1 . If f (α1 , β1 , P1 ) 6 g(α1 , β1 , P1 ), then R1 =
f (α1 , β1 , P1 ) is achievable, and this meets the outer bound (the first term in "min" in
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(2.3a)). Thus, one segment of the capacity region is specified by R1 = f (α1 , β1 , P1 ).
Furthermore, we set β = α − 1 and then obtain:

g(α, α − 1, P1 ) =

1
log(1 + P1 ).
2

(2.11)

If g(α, α − 1, P1 ) 6 f (α, α − 1, P1 ), i.e., P002 ≥ α2 Q(P1 + 1 − P00 ) where P00 =
q
q
P0
2
P0 − (α − 1) Q holds for some α ∈ Ωα = {α : 1 −
≤ α ≤ 1 + PQ0 },
Q
then R1 =

1
2

log(1 + P1 ) is achievable, and this meets the outer bound (the second

term in "min" in (2.3a)). This also equals the maximum rate for R1 when the channel
is not corrupted by state. Thus, one segment of the capacity region is specified by
R1 = 12 log(1 + P1 ).
we demonstrate our characterization of the capacity via numerical plots.

R(bits/ channel use)

2

1.5
Upper Bound 1
Lower Bound 1
Upper Bound 2
Lower Bound 2

1

0.5

0

P0=4.5

P0=2.5
1
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3

4

5
P0

6

7

8

9

10

Fig. 2.2: Lower and upper bounds on the capacity for the statedependent channel with a helper
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In Fig. 2.2, we fix P = 5, and Q = 12, and plot the lower bounds

min max{f (α, β, P1 , P0 ), g(α, β, P1 , P0 )}
α,β

and the upper bounds in Proposition 1 as functions of the helper’s power P0 . It can be
seen that the lower bound maxα,β f (α, β, P1 , P0 ) matches the upper bound 1 ( 21 log(1 +
P√
1 +P2
) + 21
Q+2ρ0S P0 Q+P0 +1

log(1 + P0 − ρ20S P0 )) when P0 ≤ 2.5, which characterize the ca-

pacity, and the lower bound maxα,β g(α, β, P1 , P0 ) matches the upper bound 2 ( 21 log(1+
P1 )) when P0 ≥ 4.5, which corresponds to the capacity R1 =

1
2

log(1 + P1 ). The nu-

merical result also suggests that when P0 is small, the channel capacity is limited by the
helper’s power and increases as the helper’s power P0 increases. However, as P0 becomes large enough, the channel capacity is determined only by the transmitter’s power
P , in which case the state is perfectly canceled. We further note that the channel capacity without state can even be achieved when P0 < Q (e.g., 4.5 ≤ P0 ≤ 10). This implies
that for these cases, the state is fully canceled not only by state subtraction, but also
by precoding the state via single-bin dirty paper coding. We finally note that a better
achievable rate can be achieved by the convex envelop of the two lower bounds, which
does not yield further capacity result and is not shown in Fig. 2.2.

In Fig. 2.3, we fix P = 5, and plot the range of the channel parameters (Q, P0 )
for which we characterize the capacity. Each point in the figure corresponds to one
parameter pair (Q, P0 ). The upper shaded area corresponds to channel parameters that
satisfy (4.7b), i.e., P0 is large enough compared to Q, and hence the capacity of the
channel without state can be achieved. The lower shaded area corresponds to channel
parameters that satisfy (4.7a), and hence the capacity is characterized by a function of
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Fig. 2.3: Ranges of parameters for which the capacity is characterized
not only P , but also P0 and Q.
Similarly, following the above arguments, segments on the capacity region boundary
corresponding to bounds on R2 and R1 + R2 can be characterized.
Summarizing the above analysis, we obtain the following characterization of segments of the capacity region boundary.
Theorem 1. The channel parameters (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) can be partitioned into the sets
A1 , B1 , C1 , where

A1 = {(P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) : f (α1 , β1 , P1 ) 6 g(α1 , β1 , P1 )}
C1 = {(P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) : P002 ≥ α2 Q(P1 + 1 − P00 )
where P00 = P0 − (α − 1)2 Q, for some α ∈ Ωα }
B1 = (A1 ∪ C1 )c .

If (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) ∈ A1 , then R1 = f (α1 , β1 , P1 ) captures one segment of the capacity
region boundary, where the state cannot be fully canceled. If (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) ∈ C1 ,
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then R1 =

1
2

log(1 + P1 ) captures one segment of the capacity region boundary, where

the state is fully canceled. If (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) ∈ B1 , R1 segment of the capacity region
boundary is not characterized.
The channel parameters (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) can alternatively be partitioned into the sets
A2 , B2 , C2 , where

A2 = {(P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) : f (α2 , β2 , P2 ) 6 g(α2 , β2 , P2 )}
C2 = {(P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) : P002 ≥ α2 Q(P2 + 1 − P00 )
where P00 = P0 − (α − 1)2 Q, for some α ∈ Ωα }
B2 = (A2 ∪ C2 )c ,

where α2 , β2 are defined similarly to (2.8) with P1 being replaced by P2 . If (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) ∈
A2 , then R2 = f (α2 , β2 , P2 ) captures one segment of the capacity region boundary,
where the state cannot be fully canceled. If (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) ∈ C2 , then R2 = 21 log(1+P2 )
captures one segment of the capacity region boundary, where the state is fully canceled.
Furthermore, the channel parameters (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) can also be partitioned into
the sets A3 , B3 , C3 , where

A3 = {(P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) :
f (α3 , β3 , P1 + P2 ) 6 g(α3 , β3 , P1 + P2 )}
C3 = {(P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) : P002 ≥ α2 Q(P1 + P2 + 1 − P00 )
where P00 = P0 − (α − 1)2 Q, for some α ∈ Ωα }
B3 = (A3 ∪ C3 )c ,

where α3 , β3 are defined similarly to (2.8) with P1 being replaced by P1 + P2 . If
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(P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) ∈ A3 , then R1 + R2 = f (α3 , β3 , P1 + P2 ) captures one segment of
the sum capacity, where the state cannot be fully canceled. If (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) ∈ C3 , then
R1 + R2 = 21 log(1 + P1 + P2 ) captures one segment of the sum capacity, where the state
is fully canceled.
The above theorem describes three partitions of the channel parameters respectively
characterizing segments on the capacity region corresponding to R1 , R2 and R1 + R2 .
Then intersection of three sets (with each from one partition) collectively characterizes all segments on the capacity region boundary. For example, if a given channel
T T
parameter tuple satisfies (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) ∈ (C1 C2 A3 ), then following Theorem
1, line segments characterized by R1 =

1
2

log(1 + P1 ), R2 =

1
2

log(1 + P2 ), and

R1 + R2 = f (α3 , β3 , P1 + P2 ) are on the capacity region boundary. Since parameters α
and β that achieve these segments are not the same, the intersection of these segments
are not on the capacity region boundary.
Fig. 2.4 lists all possible intersections of sets that the channel parameters can belong
to. In principle, there should be 33 = 27 cases. We further note that if (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) ∈
C3 , they must belong to C1 and C2 . Hence, the total number of cases becomes 32 ×2+1 =
19. For each case in Fig. 2.4, we use the solid red lines to represent the segments on the
capacity region that are characterized in Theorem 1, and we also mark the value of the
capacity that each segment corresponds to as characterized in Theorem 1.
We note that for several cases, segments on the capacity region boundary are characterized to be strictly inside the capacity region of the MAC without the state, i.e., the
T
T
state cannot be fully canceled. For example, for cases with (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) ∈ (A1 A2 A3 )
T T
and (A1 C2 A3 ), sum capacity segments are characterized to be smaller than the
sum capacity of the MAC without state. These cases include mostly channel parameters
with finite Q, and thus contain much larger sets of channel parameters than [54] that
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Fig. 2.4: Segments of the capacity region for all cases of channel parameters
characterizes such sum capacity segment only for infinite Q.
We further note an interesting case (the last case in Fig. 2.4), for which the capacity
region is fully characterized. We state this result in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If (P0 , P1 , P2 , Q) ∈ (C1

T

C2

T

C3 ), i.e.,

P002 ≥ α2 Q(P1 + P2 + 1 − P00 ),

(2.12)

where P00 = P0 − (α − 1)2 Q for someα ∈ Ωα , then the capacity region of the statedependent Gaussian MAC contains (R1 , R2 ) satisfying
1
log(1 + P1 )
2
1
R2 6 log(1 + P2 )
2
1
R1 + R2 6 log(1 + P1 + P2 )
2
R1 6

which achieves the capacity region of the Gaussian MAC without state.
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Theorem 2 implies that the state is fully canceled if the channel parameters satisfy
the condition (2.12). We further note two special sets of channel parameters in this
case. First, if P0 ≥ Q, then α = 0 ∈ Ωα and the condition clearly holds. This is not
surprising because the helper has enough power to directly cancel the state. Secondly,
if P1 + P2 + 1 ≤ P0 < Q, then the condition holds for α = 1 ∈ Ωα for arbitrarily large
Q. This implies that if the helper’s power is above a certain threshold, then the state can
always be canceled for arbitrary state power Q (even for infinite Q).
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2.4
2.4.1

Technical Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1

The second bounds in "min" in (2.3a)-(2.3c) follow from the capacity of the Gaussian MAC without state. The remaining bounds arise due to capability of the helper for
assisting state cancelation and are derived as follows.
(n)

Consider a (2nR1 , 2nR2 , n) code with an average error probability Pe . The probability distribution on W1 × W2 × S n × X0n × X1n × X2n × Y n is given by
"
PW1 W2 S n X1n X2n X0n Y n = PW1 PW2

n
Y

#
PSi PX1n |W1 PX2n |W2 PX0n |S n

i=1

n
Y

PYi |X1i X2i X0i Si .

i=1

(2.13)
By Fano’s inequality, we have

H(W1 W2 |Y n ) 6 n(R1 + R2 )Pe(n) + 1 = nδn

where δn → 0 as n → +∞.

(2.14)
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We first bound R1 based on Fano’s inequality as follows:
nR1 6 I(W1 ; Y n ) + nδn
6 I(X1n ; Y n ) + nδn
= H(X1n ) − H(X1n |Y n ) + nδn
(a)

6 H(X1n |X2n ) − H(X1n |X2n Y n ) + nδn

= I(X1n ; Y n |X2n ) + nδn
= H(Y n |X2n ) − H(Y n |X1n X2n )] + nδn
= H(Y n |X2n ) − H(S n Y n |X1n X2n ) + H(S n |X1n X2n Y n ) + nδn
= H(Y n |X2n ) − H(Y n |S n X1n X2n ) − H(S n |X1n X2n ) + H(S n |X1n X2n Y n ) + nδn
6 H(Y n |X2n ) − H(Y n |S n X0n X1n X2n ) − H(S n ) + H(S n |X1n X2n Y n ) + nδn
n
X
6
[H(Yi |X2i ) − H(Yi |Si X0i X1i X2i ) − H(Si ) + H(Si |X1i X2i Yi )] + nδn

(b)

i=1

(2.15)
where (a) follows because X1n and X2n are independent, and (b) follows because S n is
an i.i.d. sequence.
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We bound the first term in the above equation as
n

1X
h(Yi |X2i )
n i=1
n

6

1 X
log 2πe(V ar(X1i + X0i + Si + Ni ))
2n i=1
n

1 X
log 2πe(V ar(X1i ) + V ar(X0i + Si ) + V ar(Ni ))
=
2n i=1
n


1 X
2
2
2
2
6
log 2πe E[X1i ] + E[X0i ] + 2E(X0i Si ) + E[Si ] + E[Ni ])
2n i=1
n

n

n

n

1
1X
1X
2X
1X
2
2
6 log 2πe
E[X1i
]+
E[X0i
]+
E(X0i Si ) +
E[Si2 ]
2
n i=1
n i=1
n i=1
n i=1
(2.16)
!

n

1X
+
E[Ni2 ])
n i=1

n
1
2X
6 log 2πe P1 + P0 + Q + 1 +
E(X0i Si )
2
n i=1


p
1
6 log 2πe P1 + P0 + Q + 1 + 2ρ0s P0 Q
2

where ρ0s =

√1
n P0 Q

Pn

i=1

!

(2.17)

E(X0i Si ).

It is easy to obtain bounds on the second and third terms in (2.15) as follows.
n

1X
1
H(Yi |Si X0i X1i X2i ) = log 2πe
n i=1
2

(2.18)

n

1X
1
H(Si ) = log 2πeQ
n i=1
2

(2.19)
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We next bound the last term in (2.15) as follows.
n

n

1X
1X
h(Si |X1i X2i Yi ) =
h(Si |X0i + Si + Ni )
n i=1
n i=1
n

≤

1X
h(Si − α(X0i + Si + Ni )|X0i + Si + Ni )
n i=1
n

1X
h(Si − α(X0i + Si + Ni ))
6
n i=1
p
1
log 2πe(α2 P0 + (1 − α)2 Q − 2α(1 − α)ρ0s P0 Q + α2 )
2


1
Q + (P0 − ρ20S P0 )Q)
√
= log 2πe
(2.20)
2
Q + 2ρ0S P0 Q + P0 + 1

=

where the last equation follows by setting
√
ρ0s P0 Q + Q
√
α=
1 + P0 + Q + 2ρ0s P0 Q
so that Si − α(X0i + Si + Ni ) and X0i + Si + Ni are uncorrelated.
Combining the above four bounds, we obtain the following upper bound on R1 .
p
1
1
1
R1 6 log 2πe(1 + P0 + P1 + Q + 2ρ0s P0 Q) − log 2πe − log 2πeQ
2
2

 2
2
Q + (P0 − ρ0S P0 )Q)
1
√
+ log 2πe
2
Q + 2ρ0S P0 Q + P0 + 1
1
P
1
√ 1
6 log(1 +
) + log(1 + P0 − ρ20S P0 )
(2.21)
2
2
Q + 2ρ0S P0 Q + P0 + 1
Similarly, we can derive an upper bound for R2 as
1
P
1
√ 2
R2 6 log(1 +
) + log(1 + P0 − ρ20S P0 ).
2
2
Q + 2ρ0S P0 Q + P0 + 1

(2.22)

We further bound R1 + R2 following similar arguments. We highlight some impor-
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tant steps below.

n(R1 + R2 ) 6 I(W1 W2 ; Y n ) + nδn
6 I(X1n X2n ; Y n ) + nδn
= H(Y n ) − H(Y n |X1n X2n ) + nδn
= H(Y n ) − H(S n Y n |X1n X2n ) + H(S n |X1n X2n Y n ) + nδn
= H(Y n ) − H(Y n |S n X1n X2n ) − H(S n |X1n X2n ) + H(S n |X1n X2n Y n )
+ nδn
6 H(Y n ) − H(Y n |S n X0n X1n X2n ) − H(S n ) + H(S n |X1n X2n Y n ) + nδn
6

n
X

[H(Yi ) − H(Yi |Si X0i X1i X2i ) − H(Si ) + H(Si |X1i X2i Yi )] + nδn

i=1

(2.23)
The first term in (2.23) can be bounded as follows.
n

n

1X
1 X
h(Yi ) 6
log 2πe(V ar(X1i + X2i + X0i + Si + Ni ))
n i=1
2n i=1
n

1 X
log 2πe(V ar(X1i ) + V ar(X2i ) + V ar(X0i + Si ) + V ar(Ni ))
=
2n i=1
n

1 X
2
2
2
6
log 2πe E[X1i
] + E[X2i
] + E[X0i
] + 2E(X0i Si ) + E[Si2 ]
2n i=1

+ E[Ni2 ])
n

n

n

1
1X
1X
1X
2
2
2
log 2πe
E[X1i
]+
E[X2i
]+
E[X0i
]
2
n i=1
n i=1
n i=1
!
n
n
n
X
2X
1X
1
+
E(X0i Si ) +
E[Si2 ] +
E[Ni2 ])
n i=1
n i=1
n i=1


p
1
6 log 2πe P1 + P2 + Q + 1 + 2ρ0s P0 Q
2

6

(2.24)
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Other bounds in (2.23) can be bounded in the way as in (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20).
Combining these bounds with (2.24), we obtain the following desired upper bound on
R1 + R2 .


1
P 1 + P2
1
√
R1 + R2 6 log 1 +
+ log(1 + P0 − ρ20S P0 ) (2.25)
2
2
Q + 2ρ0S P0 Q + P0 + 1

2.4.2

Proof of Proposition 2

We use random codes and fix the following joint distribution:

PSU X0 X1 X2 Y = PSU PX0 |SU PX1 PX2 PY |SX0 X1 X2 .
Let Tn (PSU X0 X1 X2 Y ) denote the strongly joint -typical set based on the above distribution. For a given sequence xn , let Tn (PU |X |xn ) denote the set of sequences un such that
(un , xn ) is jointly typical based on the distribution PXU .
1. Codebook Generation:
• Generate 2nR̃ codewords un (v) with i.i.d. components based on PU . Index
these codewords by v = 1, . . . , 2nR̃ .
• Generate 2nR1 codewords xn1 (w1 ) with i.i.d. components based on PX1 . Index these codewords by w1 = 1, . . . , 2nR1 .
• Generate 2nR2 codewords xn2 (w2 ) with i.i.d. components based on PX2 . Index these codewords by w2 = 1, . . . , 2nR2 .
2. Encoding:
• Helper: Given sn , find ṽ, such that (un (ṽ), sn ) ∈ Tn (PSU ). It can be shown
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that for large n, such ṽ exists with high probability if

R̃ > I(S; U ).

(2.26)

Then given (un (ṽ), sn ), generate xn0 with i.i.d. components based on PX0 |SU
for transmission.
• Transmitter 1: Given w1 , map w1 into xn1 (w1 ) for transmission.
• Transmitter 2: Given w2 , map w2 into xn2 (w2 ) for transmission.
3. Decoding:
• Given y n , find (v̂, ŵ1 , ŵ2 ) such that (un (v̂), xn1 (ŵ1 ), xn2 (ŵ2 ), y n ) ∈ Tn (PU X1 X2 Y ).
If no or more than one (ŵ1 , ŵ2 ) can be found, declare an error(v̂ is not necessary to be correctly decoded).
It can be shown that for sufficiently large n, decoding is correct with high probability if

R1 6I(X1 ; Y |X2 , U )
R̃ + R1 6I(U, X1 ; Y |X2 )
R2 6I(X2 ; Y |X1 , U )
R̃ + R2 6I(U, X2 ; Y |X1 )
R1 + R2 6I(X1 , X2 ; Y |U )
R̃ + R1 + R2 6I(U, X1 , X2 ; Y )

We note that the event that multiple v̂ with only single pair (ŵ1 , ŵ2 ) satisfy the above
decoding requirement is not counted as an error event, because the index v is not the decoding requirement. Finally, combining the above bounds with (2.26) yields the desired
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achievable region.
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C HAPTER 3

S TATE -D EPENDENT
Z-I NTERFERENCE C HANNEL WITH
C ORRELATED S TATES

In this chapter, we study the state-dependent Z-IC channel with correlated states.
This state-dependent Z-IC is different from Z-IC without state as each receiver is corrupted by a channel state and the two transmitters know the information of both of the
channel states noncausally. Our focus here is on the more general scenario, where the
two receivers are corrupted by two correlated states, and our aim is to understand how
the correlation affects the design of the scheme.
The rest of chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we describe the channel
model. In Section 3.2, we study the model in the very strong interference regime and
characterize the channel parameters under which the two receivers achieve their corresponding point-to-point channel capacity without state and interference. In Section 3.3,
we study the model in the strong but not very strong interference regime and character-
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ize the sum capacity boundary partially under certain channel parameters based on the
joint design of rate splitting, successive cancellation, as well as dirty paper coding. In
Section 3.4, we study the model in the weak interference regime and characterize the
sum capacity, which is achieved by the two transmitters independently designing dirty
paper coding and treating interference as noise.

3.1

Channel Model

Fig. 3.1: The state-dependent Z-IC

We consider the state-dependent Z-IC (as shown in Fig. 3.1), in which transmitters 1
and 2 send two messages W1 and W2 to two receivers 1 and 2, respectively. Receiver 1’s
output is interfered by transmitter 2’s input as well as a state sequence S1n , and receiver
2’s output is interfered only by a state sequence S2n , which is correlated with S1n . The two
state sequences S1n and S2n are assumed to be known noncausally at both transmitters.
The encoder k at transmitter k maps the message wk ∈ Wk = {1, . . . , 2nRk } and the
state sequences sn1 and sn2 to a codeword xnk ∈ Xkn for k = 1, 2. The two inputs xn1 and
xn2 are transmitted over the memoryless Z-IC characterized by PY1 |X1 X2 S1 and PY2 |X2 S2 .
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Receiver 1 is required to decode W1 and receiver 2 is required to decode W2 . The
average probability of error for a length-n code is defined as

Pe(n)

|W1 | |W2 |
X
X
1
=
P r{(ŵ1 , ŵ2 ) 6= (w1 , w2 )}.
|W1 ||W2 | w =1 w =1
1

2

A rate pair (R1 , R2 ) is achievable if there exist a sequence of encoding and decoding
(n)

schemes such that the average error probability Pe

→ 0 as n → ∞. The capacity

region is defined to be the closure of the set of all achievable rate pairs.
In this dissertation, we focus on the Gaussian Z-IC with the outputs at the two receivers for one channel use given by

Y1 = X1 + aX2 + S1 + N1

(3.1a)

Y2 = X2 + S2 + N2

(3.1b)

where a is the channel gain coefficient, and N1 and N2 are noise variables with Gaussian
distributions N1 ∼ N (0, 1) and N2 ∼ N (0, 1). The state variables S1 and S2 are jointly
Gaussian with correlation coefficient ρ and marginal distributions S1 ∼ N (0, Q1 ) and
S2 ∼ N (0, Q2 ). Both the noise variables and the state variables are i.i.d. over channel
uses. The channel inputs X1 and X2 are subject to the average power constraints P1 and
P2 .
Our goal is to characterize channel parameters, under which the capacity of the
corresponding Z-IC without the presence of the states can be achieved, and thus the
capacity region of the Z-IC with the presence of state is also established. In particular,
we are interested in understanding the impact of the correlation between the states on
the capacity characterization.
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3.2

Very Strong Interference Regime

In this section, we study the state-dependent Z-IC in the very strong regime, in which
the channel parameters satisfy a2 > 1 + P1 . For the corresponding Z-IC without states,
the capacity region contains rate pairs (R1 , R2 ) satisfying
1
log(1 + P1 ),
2
1
R2 6 log(1 + P2 ).
2

R1 6

(3.2)
(3.3)

In this case, the two receivers achieve the point-to-point channel capacity without interference. Furthermore, in [35], an achievable scheme has been established to achieve the
same point-to-point channel capacity when the two receivers are corrupted by the same
but differently scaled state. Our focus here is on the more general scenario, where the
two receivers are corrupted by two correlated states, and our aim is to understand how
the correlation affects the design of the scheme.
We first design an achievable scheme to obtain an achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless Z-IC. The two transmitters encode their messages W1 and W2 into
two auxiliary random variables U and V , respectively, based on the Gel’fand-Pinsker
binning scheme. Since receiver 2 is interference free and is corrupted by S2 , the auxiliary random variable V is designed with regard to only S2 . Furthermore, receiver 1 first
decodes V , then uses it to cancel the interference X2 and partial state interference, and
finally decodes its own message W1 by decoding U . Here, since S2 is introduced to Y1
when canceling X2 via V , the auxiliary random variable U is designed based on both
S1 and S2 to fully cancel the states. Based on such a scheme, we obtain the following
achievable region.
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Proposition 4. For the state-dependent Z-IC with the states noncausally known at both
transmitters, an achievable region consists of rate pairs (R1 , R2 ) satisfying:

R1 6I(U ; V Y1 ) − I(S1 , S2 ; U )

(3.4a)

R2 6 min{I(V ; Y2 ), I(V ; Y1 )} − I(S2 ; V )

(3.4b)

for some distribution PS1 S2 PU |S1 S2 PX1 |U S1 S2 PV |S2 PX2 |V S2 PY1 |S1 X1 X2 PY2 |S2 X2 .
Proof. See Section 3.5.1
Following Proposition 4, we further simplify the achievable region in the following
corollary, which is in a useful form for us to characterize the capacity region for the
Gaussian Z-IC.
Corollary 1. For the state-dependent Z-IC with the states noncausally known at both
transmitters, if the following condition

I(V ; Y2 ) 6 I(V ; Y1 )

(3.5)

is satisfied, then an achievable region consists of rate pairs (R1 , R2 ) satisfying:

R1 6I(U ; V Y1 ) − I(S1 , S2 ; U )

(3.6a)

R2 6I(V ; Y2 ) − I(S2 ; V )

(3.6b)

for some distribution PS1 S2 PU |S1 S2 PX1 |U S1 S2 PV |S2 PX2 |V S2 PY1 |S1 X1 X2 PY2 |S2 X2 .
In Corollary 1, condition (3.5) requires that receiver 1 is more capable in decoding V
(and hence W2 ) than receiver 2, which is likely to be satisfied in the very strong regime.
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We now study the Gaussian Z-IC. Since S1 and S2 are jointly Gaussian, S1 can be
expressed as S1 = dS2 + S10 where d is a constant representing the level of correlation,
and S10 is independent from S2 and S10 ∼ N (0, Q01 ) with Q1 = d2 Q2 +Q01 . Thus, without
loss of generality, the channel model can be expressed in the following equivalent form
that is more convenient for analysis,

Y1 = X1 + aX2 + dS2 + S10 + N1

(3.7a)

Y2 = X2 + S2 + N2 .

(3.7b)

Following Corollary 1, we characterize the channel parameters under which both the
states and interference can be fully canceled, and hence the capacity region for the Z-IC
is obtained.
Theorem 3. For the state-dependent Gaussian Z-IC with states noncausally known at
both transmitters, if the channel parameters (a, d, P1 , P2 , Q01 , Q2 ) satisfy the following
condition:
P1 + a2 P2 + d2 Q2 + Q01 + 1
P2 + 1
>
0
2
2
(d + aβ) Q2 P2 + (P2 + β Q2 )(P1 + Q1 + 1])
P2
where β =

P2
,
P2 +1

(3.8)

then the capacity region is characterized by (3.2).

Proof. Theorem 3 follows from Corollary 1 by setting U = X1 + α1 S2 + α2 S10 , V =
X2 + βS2 , where X1 , X2 , S10 and S2 are independent Gaussian variables with mean zero
and variances P1 , P2 , Q01 and Q2 , respectively. As discussed in the proof of Proposition
4, V is first decoded by decoder 1. And then inspired by dirty paper coding, we design
α1 , α2 and β for both Y2 = X2 +S2 +N2 and Y10 = Y1 −aV = X1 +(d−aβ)S2 +S10 +N1
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to fully cancel the states. Thus, the coefficients should satisfy the following conditions,
α1
P1
=
d − aβ
P1 + 1
P1
α2 =
P1 + 1
P2
β=
,
P2 + 1

(3.9a)
(3.9b)
(3.9c)

which further yields α1 , α2 and β to satisfy
P1
aP2
(d −
),
P1 + 1
P2 + 1
P1
,
α2 =
P1 + 1
P2
β=
.
P2 + 1
α1 =

Substituting the above choice of the auxiliary random variables and the parameters into
(3.5) in Corollary 1, we obtain the condition (3.8). Substituting those choices into the
inner bound in Corollary 1, we obtain the capacity region characterized by (3.2). Since
such an achievable region achieves the point-to-point channel capacity for the Z-IC without the state, it can be shown to be the capacity region of the state-dependent Z-IC.
Based on Theorem 3, if channel parameters satisfy the condition (3.8), we can simultaneously cancel two states and the interference, and the point-to-point capacity of
two receivers without state and interference can be achieved. The correlation between
the two states captured by d plays a very important role regarding whether the condition
can be satisfied. In Fig. 3.2, we set P1 = 2, P2 = 2, Q1 = 1 and Q2 = 1, and plot
the range of the parameter pairs (a, d) under which the channel capacity without states
and interference can be achieved. These parameters fall in the shaded area above the
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Fig. 3.2: Characterization of channel parameters (a, d) in
shaded area under which the state-dependent Gaussian Z-IC
achieves the capacity of the corresponding channel without
states and interference in very strong regime.
line. It can be seen that as d becomes larger (i.e., the correlation between the two states
increases), the threshold on the parameter a to fully cancel the interference and state
becomes smaller. This suggests that more correlated states are easier to cancel together
with the interference.

Fig. 3.2 agrees with the result of the very strong IC without states in the sense that
once a is above a certain threshold (i.e., the interference is strong enough), then the
point-to-point channel capacity without interference can be achieved. However, this is
not always true for the state-dependent Z-IC. This can be seen from the condition (3.8) in
Theorem 3. If we let a go to infinity, then the condition (3.8) becomes Q2 >

1+P2
,
P2

which

is not always satisfied. This is because in the existence of state, Y1 decodes V instead of
X2 , and the decoding rate is largest if the dirty paper coding design of V (based on S2 in
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Fig. 3.3: Characterization of channel parameters (a, d) in
shaded area under which the state-dependent Gaussian Z-IC
achieves the capacity of the corresponding channel without
2
.
states in very strong regime when Q2 > 1+P
P2
receiver 2) also happens to be the same dirty paper coding design against S2 in receiver 1.
Clearly, as a gets too large, V is more deviated from such a favorable design, and hence
the decoding rate becomes smaller, which consequently hurts the achievability of the
point-to-point capacity for receiver 2. Such a phenomena can be observed in Fig. 3.3,
where the parameters (a, d) under which the point-to-point channel capacity without
interference and states can be achieved fall in the shaded area above the line. It can be
seen that the constant a cannot be too large to guarantee the achievability of the pointto-point channel capacity. Furthermore, the figure also suggests that further correlated
states allow a larger range of a under which the point-to-point channel capacity can be
achieved.
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3.3

Strong Interference Regime

For the sake of technical convenience, in this section, we express S2 as S2 = cS1 +
S20 , where c is a constant representing the level of correlation, and S20 is independent
from S1 with S20 ∼ N (0, Q02 ) and Q2 = c2 Q1 + Q02 . Hence, the channel model can be
expressed in the following equivalent form,

Y1 = X1 + aX2 + S1 + N1

(3.10a)

Y2 = X2 + cS1 + S20 + N2 .

(3.10b)

It has been known that for the corresponding Z-IC without state which is strong but
not very strong, i.e., 1 6 a2 < 1 + P1 , the channel capacity contains rate pairs (R1 , R2 )
satisfying
1
log(1 + P1 + a2 P2 )
2
1
1
R1 6 log (1 + P1 ), R2 6 log (1 + P2 )
2
2
R1 + R2 6

(3.11)

which is illustrated as the pentagon O-A-B-E-F in Fig. 3.4. Our goal here is to study

whether the points on the sum-capacity boundary of the Z-IC without state (i.e., the line
B-E in Fig. 3.4) can be achieved for the corresponding state-dependent Z-IC. Such a
problem has been studied in [35] for the channel with two receivers corrupted by the
same but differently scaled state. Here, we generalize such a study to the situation when
the two receivers are corrupted by two correlated states.
Since every point on this line can be achieved by rate splitting and successive cancel-
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Fig. 3.4: Capacity region of the strong Z-IC without state
lation in the case without state, for the state-dependent channel, we continue to adopt the
idea of rate splitting and successive cancellation but using auxiliary random variables
to incorporate dirty paper coding to further cancel state successively. More specifically,
transmitter 1 splits its message W1 into W11 and W12 , and then encodes them into U1
and U2 respectively based on the Gel’fand-Pinsker binning scheme. Then transmitter
2 encodes its message W2 into V, based on the Gel’fand-Pinsker binning scheme. The
auxiliary random variables U1 , U2 , and V are designed such that decoding of them at
receiver 1 successively fully cancels the state corruption of Y1 so that the sum capacity
boundary (i.e., the line B-E) can be achieved if only decoding at receiver 1 is considered.
Now further incorporating the decoding at receiver 2, if for any point on the line B-E,
decoding of V at receiver 2 does not cause further rate constraints, then such a point is
achievable for the state-dependent Z-IC.
Proposition 5. For the state-dependent Z-IC with states noncausally known at both
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transmitters, if the following condition is satisfied

I(V ; U1 Y1 ) 6 I(V ; Y2 ),

(3.12)

then an achievable region consists of rate pairs (R1 , R2 ) satisfying:

R1 6I(U1 ; Y1 ) + I(U2 ; V Y1 |U1 ) − I(S1 ; U1 U2 )

(3.13a)

R2 6I(V ; U1 Y1 ) − I(S1 ; V )

(3.13b)

for some distribution PS1 S2 PV |S1 PX2 |V S1 PU1 |S1 PU2 |S1 U1 PX1 |S1 U1 U2 PY1 |S1 X1 X2 PY2 |S2 X2 .
Proof. See Section 3.5.2
We note that although the above achievable rate region does not explicitly contain
S2 , in fact S2 implicitly affects the condition (3.12) via Y2 . Furthermore, the correlation
between S1 and S2 is also expected to affect the condition (3.12) via Y2 , which is our
major interest in the Gaussian case.
For the Gaussian model, based on Proposition 5, we characterize the condition under
which any point on the sum capacity boundary of the strong Z-IC without states (e.g.,
point B 0 in Fig. 3.4) is achievable. Hence, such a point is on the sum capacity boundary
of the state-dependent Z-IC.
Theorem 4. For the state-dependent Gaussian Z-IC with states noncausally known at
both transmitters, if the channel parameters (a, c, P1 , P2 , Q1 , Q02 ) satisfy the following
condition:
a2 P2 (P2 + c2 Q1 + Q02 + 1)
a2 P 2
>
1
+
(ac − β)2 Q1 P2 + (a2 P2 + β 2 Q1 )(Q02 + 1)
P100 + 1

(3.14)
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where β =

a2 P2
,
P1 +a2 P2 +1

then the following point (on the line B-E)



1
1
P10
+ log (1 + P100 )
R1 = log 1 + 2
00
2
a P 2 + P1 + 1
2


2
1
a P2
R2 = log 1 + 00
2
P1 + 1

(3.15)

where P10 = P1 − P100 , is on the sum-capacity boundary.
Proof. Theorem 4 follows from Proposition 5 by choosing the auxiliary random variables U1 , U2 and V as in the statement of the theorem. In particular, U1 is first decoded by receiver 1, and is designed to cancel the state in Y1 treating all other variables as noise. Then, V is decoded by receiver 1, and is designed to cancel the state in
Y10 = Y1 − U1 = X100 + aX2 + (c − α1 )S1 + N1 . Finally, U2 is designed to cancel the state
in Y100 = Y10 − V = X100 + (c − α1 − β)S1 + N1 . In order to satisfy the state cancellation
requirements, α1 , α2 and β should satisfy
P10
,
P1 + a2 P2 + 1
α2
P 00
= 00 1 ,
1 − α1
P1 + 1
β
a2 P 2
= 00
,
1 − α1
P 1 + a2 P 2 + 1

α1 =

(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)

which yields (4.17). Substituting these choices of the random variables and the coefficients into Proposition 7, (4.13) becomes
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1
P10
R1 6 min I(U1 ; Y2 ) − I(U1 ; S1 ), log 1 + 2
2
a P2 + P100 + 1


1
00
+ min I(U2 ; V Y2 |U1 ) − I(U2 ; S1 |U1 ), log (1 + P1 )
2



a2 P 2
1
.
R2 6 min I(V ; Y2 |U1 ) − I(V ; S1 ), log 1 + 00
2
P1 + 1

(3.19)

Hence, if the condition (4.16) is satisfied, the points on the sum capacity boundary (4.15)
can be achieved.
Theorem 4 provides the condition of channel parameters under which a certain given
point is on the sum-capacity boundary of the capacity region. We next characterize a
line segment on the sum-capacity boundary for a given set of channel parameters.
Corollary 2. For the state-dependent Z-IC with states noncausally known at both transmitters, if a point on the line B − E in Fig. 3.4 is on the sum-capacity boundary for a
given set of channel parameters, then the segment between this point and point B on the
line B − E is on the sum-capacity boundary for the same set of channel parameters.
In order to numerically illustrate Theorem 4, we first note that each point on the
sum-capacity boundary (i.e., the line B-E in Fig. 3.4) can be expressed as (R1 , R2 ) =
(R1 , 12 log(P1 + a2 P2 + 1) − R1 ). We now set P1 = 1, P2 = 1, Q1 = 2, Q2 = 1 and
a = 1.2, and hence R1 ∈ [ 21 log(1.72), 0.5] parameterizes all points from point E to point
B in Fig. 3.4. In Fig. 3.5, we plot the ranges of c under which points parameterized by
R1 on the sum capacity boundary of the strong Z-IC without states can be achieved by
the state-dependent channel following Theorem 4. It can be seen that as the correlation
between the two states (represented by c) increases, initially more points on the sumcapacity boundary are achieved and then less points are achieved as c is above a certain
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Fig. 3.5: Ranges of c under which points on sum-capacity
boundary of the strong Z-IC without states can be achieved by
the state-dependent Z-IC.
threshold. Thus, higher correlation does not guarantee more capability of achieving
the sum-capacity boundary. This is because in our scheme U1 , U2 and V are specially
designed for Y1 based on dirty paper coding. At receiver 2, such design of V initially
approximates better the dirty paper coding design for Y2 as c becomes large, but then
becomes worse as c continues to increase, and hence decoding of V at receiver 2 initially
gets better and then becomes less capable, which consequently determines variation of
achievability of the sum-capacity boundary.

3.4

Weak Interference Regime

It has been shown in [55] that for the weak Gaussian Z-IC without state, i.e., a2 6 1,
the sum-capacity can be achieved by treating interference as noise at the interfered receiver. For the state-dependent Z-IC, if the two transmitters independently design dirty
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paper coding to cancel the state at their corresponding receivers, then the interferencefree receiver achieves the capacity of the channel without state, and the interfered receiver (i.e., receiver 1) achieves the same rate as the channel without state by decoding
its message treating the interference as noise. Thus, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 5. For the state-dependent Z-IC with states noncausally known at both transmitters, if a2 6 1, the sum-capacity is given by

Csum



P1
1
1
+ log (1 + P2 ) .
= log 1 + 2
2
a P2 + 1
2

It can be seen that the sum-capacity achieving scheme does not depend on the correlation of the states, and hence, in the weak regime, the sum-capacity is not affected by
the correlation of the states.
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3.5
3.5.1

Technical Proofs
Proof of Proposition 4

We use random codes and fix the following joint distribution:

PS1 S2 U V X1 X2 Y1 Y2 = PS1 S2 PU |S1 S2 PX1 |U S1 S2 PV |S1 S2 PX2 |V S1 S2 PY1 Y2 |S1 S2 X1 X2

1. Codebook Generation:
• Generate 2n(R1 +R̃1 ) codewords U n (w1 , l1 ) with i.i.d. components based on
PU . Index these codewords by w1 = 1, . . . , 2nR1 , l1 = 1, . . . , 2nR̃1 .
• Generate 2n(R2 +R̃2 ) codewords V n (w2 , l2 ) with i.i.d. components based on
PV . Index these codewords by w2 = 1, . . . , 2nR2 , l2 = 1, . . . , 2nR̃2 .
2. Encoding:
• Transmitter 1: Given (sn1 , sn2 ) and w1 , choose a un (w1 , ˜l1 ) such that
(un (w1 , ˜l1 ), sn1 , sn2 ) ∈ Tn (PS1 S2 U )
Otherwise, set ˜l1 = 1. It can be shown that for large n, such un exists with
high probability if
R̃1 > I(U ; S1 S2 ).

(3.20)

Then Generate xn1 with i.i.d. component based on PX1 |U S1 S2 for transmission.
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• Transmitter 2: Given (sn1 , sn2 ) and w2 , choose a v n (w2 , ˜l2 ) such that
(v n (w2 , ˜l2 ), sn1 , sn2 ) ∈ Tn (PS1 S2 V )
Otherwise, set ˜l2 = 1. It can be shown that for large n, such v n exists with
high probability if
R̃2 > I(V ; S1 S2 ).

(3.21)

Then Generate xn2 with i.i.d. component based on PX2 |V S1 S2 for transmission
3. Decoding:
• Decoder 1: Given y1n , find (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ) such that
(v n (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PV Y1 ).
If no or more than one such pair (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ) can be found, declare an error. It
is easy to show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair
with high probability if

R2 + R̃2 6 I(V ; Y1 ).

(3.22)

After decoding v n , find the unique pair (ŵ1 , ˆl1 ) such that
(un (ŵ1 , ˆl1 ), v n (w2 , ˆl2 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PV U Y1 )

If no or more than one such pairs can be found, declare an error. It is easy to
show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair with high
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probability if
R1 + R̃1 6 I(U ; V Y1 )

(3.23)

• Decoder 2: Given y2n , find (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ) such that
(v n (w2 , ˆl1 ), y2n ) ∈ Tn (PU Y2 ).
If no or more than one such pair (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ) can be found, declare an error. It
is easy to show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair
with high probability if

R2 + R̃2 6 I(V ; Y2 )

(3.24)

Proposition 4 is thus proved by combining (3.20)-(3.24)

3.5.2

Proof of Proposition 5

We use random codes and fix the following joint distribution:

PS1 S2 U1 U2 V X1 X2 Y1 Y2 = PS1 S2 PV |S1 PX2 |V S1 PU1 |S1 PU2 |S1 U1 PX1 |U1 U2 S1 PY1 |S1 X1 X2 PY2 |S2 X2

1. Codebook Generation:
• Generate 2n(R11 +R̃11 ) codewords U1n (w11 , l11 ) with i.i.d. components based
on PU1 . Index these codewords by w11 = 1, . . . , 2nR11 , l11 = 1, . . . , 2nR̃11 .
• For each un1 (w11 , l11 ), generate 2n(R12 +R̃12 ) codewords U2n (w11 , l11 , w12 , l12 )
with i.i.d. components based on PU2 |U1 . Index these codewords by w12 =
1, . . . , 2nR12 , l12 = 1, . . . , 2nR̃12 .
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• Generate 2n(R2 +R̃2 ) codewords V n (w2 , l2 ) with i.i.d. components based on
PV . Index these codewords by w2 = 1, . . . , 2nR2 , v = 1, . . . , 2nR̃2 .
2. Encoding:
• Transmitter 1: Given sn1 and w11 , choose a un1 (w11 , ˜l11 ) such that
(un (w11 , ˜l11 ), sn1 ) ∈ Tn (PS1 U11 ).
Otherwise, set ˜l11 = 1. It can be shown that for large n, such un1 exists with
high probability if
R̃11 > I(U1 ; S1 ).

(3.25)

Given w11 , ˜l11 , w12 and sn1 , choose a un2 (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ) such that
(un1 (w11 , ˜l11 ), un2 (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ), sn1 ) ∈ Tn (PS1 U1 U2 )
Otherwise, set ˜l12 = 1. It can be shown that for large n, such un2 exists with
high probability if
R̃12 > I(U2 ; S1 |U1 ).

(3.26)

Given un1 (w11 , ˜l11 ), un2 (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ) and sn1 , generate xn1 with i.i.d. components based on PX1 |S1 U1 U2
• Transmitter 2: Given sn1 and w2 , choose a v n (w2 , ˜l2 ) such that
(v n (w2 , ˜l2 ), sn1 ) ∈ Tn (PS1 V )
Otherwise, set ˜l2 = 1. It can be shown that for large n, such v n exists with
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high probability if
R̃2 > I(V ; S1 ).

(3.27)

Then Generate xn2 with i.i.d. component based on PX2 |V S1 for transmission
3. Decoding:
• Decoder 1: Given y1n , find (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ) such that
(un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PU1 Y1 ).
If no or more than one such pair (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ) can be found, declare an error. It
is easy to show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair
with high probability if

R11 + R̃11 6 I(U1 ; Y1 ).

(3.28)

After decoding un1 , find the unique pair (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ) such that
(un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), v n (w2 , ˆl2 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PV U1 Y1 )

If no or more than one such pairs can be found, declare an error. It is easy to
show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair with high
probability if
R2 + R̃2 6 I(V ; Y1 |U1 )

(3.29)

After successively decoding v n , find the unique tuple (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ) such
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that
((un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), v n (w2 , ˆl2 ), un2 (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PV U1 U2 Y1 ))

If no or more than one such pairs can be found, declare an error. It is easy to
show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair with high
probability if
R12 + R̃12 6 I(U2 ; V Y1 |U1 )

(3.30)

• Decoder 2: Given y2n , find (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ) such that
(un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), y2n ) ∈ Tn (PU1 Y1 ).
If no or more than one such pair (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ) can be found, declare an error. It
is easy to show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair
with high probability if

R11 + R̃11 6 I(U1 ; Y2 ).

(3.31)

After decoding un1 , find the unique pair (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ) such that
(un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), v n (w2 , ˆl2 ), y2n ) ∈ Tn (PV U1 Y2 )

If no or more than one such pairs can be found, declare an error. It is easy to
show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair with high
probability if
R2 + R̃2 6 I(V ; Y2 |U1 )

(3.32)
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After successively decoding v n , find the unique tuple (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ) such
that
((un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), v n (w2 , ˆl2 ), un2 (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PV U1 U2 Y2 ))

If no or more than one such pairs can be found, declare an error. It is easy to
show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair with high
probability if
R12 + R̃12 6 I(U2 ; V Y2 |U1 )

(3.33)

The corresponding achievable region is thus characterized by

R11 6 min{I(U1 ; Y1 ), I(U1 ; Y2 )} − I(U1 ; S1 )

(3.34)

R12 6 min{I(U2 ; V Y1 |U1 ), I(U2 ; V Y2 |U1 )} − I(U2 ; S1 |U1 )

(3.35)

R2 6 min{I(V ; Y1 |U1 ), I(V ; Y2 |U1 )} − I(V ; S1 )

(3.36)

Proposition 7 is thus proved by combining eqs. (3.25) and (3.26) with eqs. (3.34) to (3.36).
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C HAPTER 4

S TATE -D EPENDENT I NTERFERENCE
C HANNEL WITH C ORRELATED
S TATES

In this chapter, we study the state-dependent regular IC channel with correlated
states. This state-dependent IC is different from the regular IC without state as each
receiver is corrupted by a channel state and the two transmitters know the information
of both channel states noncausally. These two states are correlated, so that this model
generalizes the models with independent states and with the same but differently scaled
states. Comparing to the model studied in Chapter 3, we need to develop a more sophisticated scheme to cancel the channel states. Furthermore, this model brings us more
insights on the impact of the correlation between the states on the capacity region.
The rest of chapter is organized as follows. First, we describe the channel model.
Second, we study the model in the very strong interference regime and characterize the
channel parameters under which the two receivers achieve their corresponding point-
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to-point channel capacity without state and interference. Then, we study the model in
strong but not very strong interference regime and characterize the sum capacity boundary partially under certain channel parameters based on joint design of rate splitting,
successive cancellation, as well as dirty paper coding. Finally, we study the model in
the weak interference regime and characterize the sum capacity, which is achieved by the
two transmitters independently designing dirty paper coding and treating interference as
noise.

4.1

Channel Model

Fig. 4.1: The state-dependent IC
We consider the state-dependent IC (as shown in Fig. 4.1), in which transmitters 1
and 2 send messages W1 and W2 respectively to the receivers 1 and 2. For k = 1, 2,
encoder k maps the message wk ∈ Wk to a codeword xnk ∈ Xkn . The two inputs xn1
and xn2 are then transmitted over the IC to the receivers, which are corrupted by two
correlated state sequences S1n and S2n , respectively. The state sequences are known to
both the transmitters noncausally, but are unknown at the receivers. Encoders 1 and 2
want to map their messages as well as the state sequences’ information into codewords
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xn1 ∈ X1n and xn2 ∈ X2n . The channel transition probability is given by PY1 Y2 |S1 S2 X1 X2 .
The decoders at the receivers map the received sequences y1n and y2n into corresponding
messages ŵk ∈ Wk for k = 1, 2.
The average probability of error for a length-n code is defined as

Pe(n)

|W1 | |W2 |
X
X
1
=
P r{(ŵ1 , ŵ2 ) 6= (w1 , w2 )}.
|W1 ||W2 | w =1 w =1
1

(4.1)

2

(n)

A rate pair (R1 , R2 ) is achievable if there exist a sequence of message sets Wk
(n)

(n)

|Wk | = 2nRk for k = 1, 2, such that the average error probability Pe

with

→ 0 as n → ∞.

The capacity region is defined to be the closure of the set of all achievable rate pairs
(R1 , R2 ).
In this dissertation, we study the Gaussian channel with the outputs at the two receivers for one channel use given by

Y1 = X1 + aX2 + S1 + N1 ,

(4.2a)

Y2 = bX1 + X2 + S2 + N2

(4.2b)

where a and b are the channel gain coefficients, and N1 and N2 are noise variables with
Gaussian distributions N1 ∼ N (0, 1) and N2 ∼ N (0, 1). The state variables S1 and
S2 are jointly Gaussian with the correlation coefficient ρ and the marginal distributions
S1 ∼ N (0, Q1 ) and S2 ∼ N (0, Q2 ). Both the noise variables and the state variables are
i.i.d. over the channel uses. The channel inputs X1 and X2 are subject to the average
power constraints P1 and P2 .
Our goal is to characterize channel parameters, under which the capacity of the
corresponding IC without the presence of the state can be achieved, and thus the capacity
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region of the IC with the presence of state is also established. In particular, we are
interested in understanding the impact of the correlation between the states S1 and S2
on the capacity characterization.

4.2

Very Strong Interference Regime

In this section, we study the impact of the correlation between states on the characterization of the capacity in the very strong regime, where the channel parameters
satisfy

P1 + a2 P2 + 1 > (1 + P1 )(1 + P2 ),
b2 P1 + P2 + 1 > (1 + P1 )(1 + P2 ).

For the corresponding IC without states, the capacity region contains rate pairs (R1 , R2 )
satisfying:
1
R1 6 log(1 + P1 ),
2
1
R2 6 log(1 + P2 ).
2

(4.4)

In this case, the two receivers achieve the point-to-point channel capacity without interference. Furthermore, in [35], an achievable scheme has been established to achieve the
same point-to-point channel capacity when the two receivers are corrupted by the same
but differently scaled state. Our focus here is on the more general scenario, where the
two receivers are corrupted by two correlated states, and our aim is to understand how
the correlation affects the design of the scheme.
We first design an achievable scheme to obtain an achievable rate region for the
discrete memoryless IC. The two transmitters encode their messages W1 and W2 into
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two auxiliary random variables U and V , respectively, based on the Gel’fand-Pinsker
binning scheme. Since the channel satisfies the very strong interference condition, it is
easier for a receiver to decode the information of the interference. Thus either receiver
first decodes the auxiliary random variable corresponding to the message intended for
the other receiver, and then decodes its own message by decoding the auxiliary random
variable for itself. For instance, receiver 1 first decodes V , then uses it to cancel the
interference X2 and partial state interference, and finally decodes its own message W1
by decoding U . Differently from [35], two auxiliary random variables U and V are
designed not with regard to one state, but with regard to two correlated states. This
requires a joint design for U and V to fully cancel the states. Based on such a scheme,
we obtain the following achievable region.
Proposition 6. For the state-dependent IC with states noncausally known at both transmitters, the achievable region consists of rate pairs (R1 , R2 ) satisfying:

R1 6 min{I(U ; V Y1 ), I(U ; Y2 )} − I(S1 S2 ; U ),

(4.5a)

R2 6 min{I(V ; U Y2 ), I(V ; Y1 )} − I(S1 S2 ; V )

(4.5b)

for some distribution PS1 S2 PU |S1 S2 PX1 |U S1 S2 PV |S1 S2 PX2 |V S1 S2 PY1 Y2 |S1 S2 X1 X2 , where U
and V are auxiliary random variables.
Proof. See Section 4.5.1.
We now study the Gaussian IC. For the sake of technical convenience, we express
the Gaussian channel in Section 4.2 in a different form. Since S1 and S2 are jointly
Gaussian, S1 can be expressed as S1 = dS2 + S10 where d is a constant representing
the level of correlation, and S10 is independent from S2 and S10 ∼ N (0, Q01 ) with Q1 =
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d2 Q2 + Q01 . Thus, without loss of generality, the channel model can be expressed in the
following equivalent form that is more convenient for analysis.

Y1 = X1 + aX2 + dS2 + S10 + N1 ,

(4.6a)

Y2 = bX1 + X2 + S2 + N2 .

(4.6b)

Following Proposition 6, we characterize the condition under which both the state
and interference can be fully canceled, and hence the capacity region for the statedependent Gaussian IC in the very strong regime is obtained.
Theorem 6. For the state-dependent Gaussian IC with state noncausally known at both
transmitters,the capacity region for is the same as the point-to-point channel capacity
for both receivers, If the channel parameters (a, b, d, P1 , P2 , Q01 , Q2 ) satisfy the following conditions:
1
log(1 + P1 ) 6h(X1 ) − h(U, Y2 ) + h(Y2 )
2
1
log(1 + P2 ) 6h(X2 ) − h(V, Y1 ) + h(Y1 )
2

(4.7a)
(4.7b)

where the auxiliary random variables are designed as U = X1 + α1 S10 + α2 S2 and
V = X2 + β1 S10 + β2 S2 . Here, X1 ,X2 , S10 and S2 are independent Gaussian variables
withe mean zero and variances P1 ,P2 , Q1 and Q2 , respectively. The parameters α1 ,α2 ,β1
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and β2 are set as
P1 (1 + P2 )
,
(P1 + 1)(P2 + 1) − abP1 P2
P1 (d + dP2 − aP2 )
α2 =
,
(P1 + 1)(P2 + 1) − abP1 P2
bP1 P2
β1 =
,
(P1 + 1)(P2 + 1) − abP1 P2
P2 (P1 + 1 − bdP1 )
.
β2 =
(P1 + 1)(P2 + 1) − abP1 P2

α1 =

(4.8)

Proof. The proof mainly follows Proposition 6. As discussed in the proof of Proposition
6, V is first decoded by decoder 1 and U is first decoded by decoder 2. And then receiver
2 subtracts U to cancel X1 and obtain Y20 = Y2 − bU = X2 − bα1 S10 + (1 − bα2 )S2 + N2 ,
and receiver 1 subtracts V to cancel X2 and obtain Y10 = Y1 − aV = X1 + (1 − aβ1 )S10 +
(d − aβ2 )S2 + N1 . In order to fully cancel the channel states for Y10 and Y20 , based on
the dirty paper coding scheme in [19], we further require the coefficients to satisfy the
following conditions,
α1
1 − aβ1
α1
1 − aβ1
β1
−bα1
β1
−bα1

α2
d − aβ2
P1
=
P1 + 1
β2
=
1 − bα2
P2
=
P2 + 1
=

which yield α1 ,α2 ,β1 and β2 in (4.8).
By plugging these parameters into (4.5a), we obtain

I(U ; V Y1 ) − I(S1 , S2 ; U ) =

1
log(1 + P1 ),
2

(4.9a)
(4.9b)
(4.9c)
(4.9d)
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which yields

R1 6 min{I(U ; Y2 ) − I(S1 , S2 ; U ),

1
log(1 + P1 )}.
2

Similarly, (4.5b) yields

R2 6 min{I(V ; Y1 ) − I(S1 , S2 ; V ),

1
log(1 + P2 )}.
2

In order to achieve the channel capacity of the point-to-point channel as shown in (4.4)
for both receivers, the following conditions should be satisfied:
1
log(1 + P1 ) 6 I(U ; Y2 ) − I(S1 , S2 ; U )
2
1
log(1 + P2 ) 6 I(V ; Y1 ) − I(S1 , S2 ; V ).
2

(4.10a)
(4.10b)

We note that the conditions in Theorem 6 represent the comparison between the
ability of receivers to decode messages in different decoding steps. For instance, in
condition (4.7a) the right-hand side term represents how much receiver 2 can decode
U in the first step of decoding in order to cancel the interference, and the left-hand side
term represents the rate at which receiver 1 can decode U in the second step of decoding,
where we can use the dirty paper coding scheme to fully cancel the states and achieve
the capacity. Hence, achieving the point-to-point channel capacity requires the second
step to be bottleneck.
We next study the impact of the channel parameters and state correlation on the
achievablility of the point-to-point capacity. In particular, we illustrate how the interference gains (a, b) affect the conditions (4.7a) and (4.7b).
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h(X1 ) − h(U, Y2 ) + h(Y2 ) versus b

h(X2 ) − h(V, Y1 ) + h(Y1 ) versus b

d = 0.99

h(X1 ) − h(U, Y2 ) + h(Y2 ) versus b
h(X2 ) − h(V, Y1 ) + h(Y1 ) versus b
d = 0.5

h(X1 ) − h(U, Y2 ) + h(Y2 ) versus b
h(X2 ) − h(V, Y1 ) + h(Y1 ) versus b
d = 0.1
Fig. 4.2: Conditions (4.7a) and (4.7b) changing with b
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In Fig. 4.2, we set Q1 = Q2 = 0.9, P1 = 1, P2 = 1 and a = 1.6, and plot the right
side terms in (4.7a) and (4.7b), h(X1 ) − h(U, Y2 ) + h(Y2 ) and h(X2 ) − h(V, Y1 ) + h(Y1 ),
versus the channel parameters b for three different values of d. Taking the first row of
Fig. 4.2 as an example, it is clear that

1
2

log(1 + P2 ) is a straight line, and h(X1 ) −

h(U, Y2 ) + h(Y2 ) is not a monotone function with respect to b. The condition (4.7a) is
satisfied only when h(X1 ) − h(U, Y2 ) + h(Y2 ) is above the straight line 12 log(1 + P2 ).
When the parameter d = 0.99, there are two regions over which the condition (4.7a)
is satisfied. But if d = 0.5, there is only one region over which the condition (4.7a)
is satisfied. For d = 0.1, the condition (4.7a) is not satisfied for any b. Similarly, the
second row in Fig. 4.2 illustrates the regions of b over which the condition (4.7a) is
satisfied for the corresponding values of d. Then the intersection of the region of b in
the first and second rows of Fig. 4.2 fully determines the ranges of b over which the
point-to-point channel capacity can be achieved.
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Fig. 4.3: Different d

d = 0.99

d = 0.5

d = 0.1
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The range of the parameters (a, b) such that the point-to-point channel capacity is
obtained is shown in Fig. 4.3. The x-axis and y-axis correspond to the parameters a and
b, respectively. For these figures, if we fix a = 1.6, then the ranges of b is consistent
with those in Fig. 4.3 where both (4.7a)and (4.7b) are satisfied.
Fig. 4.3 also illustrates the impact of the correlation d between the states S1 and S2
on the achievability of channel capacity. It is clear that as d increases, i.e., the two states
are more correlated, the range of (a, b) over which the point-to-point channel capacity
is achieved gets larger. This confirms the intuition that more correlated states are easier
to be fully canceled.

4.3

Strong Interference Regime

In this section, we study the state dependent IC in the strong regime, which excludes
the very strong interference regime that has been studied in Section 4.2. It has been
shown in [56] that for the corresponding IC without state, which is strong but not very
strong, i.e., the channel parameters satisfy

a > 1,

b > 1,

(4.11)

min{P1 + a2 P2 + 1, b2 P1 + P2 + 1} 6 (1 + P1 )(1 + P2 ),
where, without loss of generality, we assume that P1 + a2 P2 + 1 6 b2 P1 + P2 + 1. The
capacity region contains rate pairs (R1 , R2 ) satisfying Hence, only one sum-rate bound
is left, and the capacity region for strong IC without states contain rate pair (R1 , R2 ),
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which was characterized in [56], satisfying
1
1
log(1 + P1 ), R2 6 log(1 + P2 ),
2
2
1
R1 + R2 6 log(P1 + a2 P2 + 1).
2

R1 6

(4.12)
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Fig. 4.4: Capacity region of the strong IC without state

Such a region of is an intersection of the capacity regimes of two MACs, which is
illustrated as the pentagon O-A-B-E-D-O in Fig. 4.4. Our goal here is to study whether
the points on sum-rate capacity boundary of the IC without state can be achieved. Such
a problem has been studied in [35] for the channel with two receivers corrupted by the
same but differently scaled state. Here, we generalize such a study to the situation when
the two receivers are corrupted by two correlated states.
Since every point on this line of the sum-rate capacity can be achieved by rate splitting and successive cancellation in the case without state, for the state-dependent chan-
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nel, we continue to adopt the idea of rate splitting and successive cancellation but using
auxiliary random variables to incorporate dirty paper coding to further cancel state successively. More specifically, transmitter 1 splits its message W1 into W11 and W12 , and
then encodes them into U1 and U2 respectively based on the Gel’fand-Pinsker binning
scheme. Then transmitter 2 encodes its message W2 into V, based on the Gel’fandPinsker binning scheme. The auxiliary random variables U1 , U2 , and V are designed
such that decoding of them at receiver 1 successively fully cancels the state corruption
of Y1 so that the sum capacity boundary (i.e., the line B-E) can be achieved if only decoding at receiver 1 is considered. Now further incorporating the decoding at receiver 2,
if for any point on the line B-E, decoding of V at receiver 2 does not cause further rate
constraints, then such a point is achievable for the state-dependent IC.
Proposition 7. For the state-dependent IC with states noncausally known at both transmitters, an achievable region consists of rate pairs (R1 , R2 ) satisfying:
R1 6 min{I(U1 ; Y1 ), I(U1 ; Y2 )}
+ min{I(U2 ; V Y1 |U1 ), I(U2 ; V Y2 |U1 )} − I(U1 U2 ; S1 )

(4.13)

R2 6 min{I(V ; Y1 |U1 ), I(V ; Y2 |U1 )} − I(V ; S1 )
for some distribution PS1 S2 PV |S1 PX2 |V S1 PU1 |S1 PU2 |S1 U1 PX1 |S1 U1 U2 PY1 |S1 X1 X2 PY2 |S2 X2 , where
U1 , U2 and V are auxiliary random variables.
Remark 1. This scheme can be generalized through further splitting the messages and
changing the orders of decoding the messages at the two receivers. The achievable
region can then be obtained by taking the convex hull of the union over all achievable
regions for different scheme above.
We note that although the above achievable rate region does not explicitly contain
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S2 , in fact S2 implicitly affects the condition (3.12) via Y2 . Furthermore, the correlation
between S1 and S2 is also expected to affect the condition (3.12) via Y2 , which is our
major interest in the Gaussian case.
Based on Proposition 7, we next characterize partial boundary of the capacity region
for the state-dependent Gaussian IC. For the sake of technical convenience, we express
the Gaussian model in a different form. In particular, we express S2 as S2 = cS1 + S20
where c is a constant representing the level of correlation, and S1 is independent from S20
and S20 ∼ N (0, Q02 ) with Q2 = c2 Q1 + Q02 . Thus, without loss of generality, the channel
model can be expressed in the following equivalent form that is more convenient for
analysis here.

Y1 = X1 + aX2 + S1 + N1

(4.14a)

Y2 = bX1 + X2 + cS1 + S20 + N2 .

(4.14b)

We next show that we can design a scheme to achieve the partial boundary of the capacity region for the IC without state. We note that the rate on the sum-capacity boundary
can be characterized by


1
P10
1
R1 = log 1 + 2
+ log (1 + P100 ) ,
00
2
a P 2 + P1 + 1
2


2
1
a P2
R2 = log 1 + 00
,
2
P1 + 1

(4.15)

for some P10 , P100 > 0, and P10 + P100 6 P1 .
Theorem 7. Any rate point in (4.15) can be achieved by the state-dependent IC if the
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channel parameters satisfy the following conditions


P10
1
I(U1 ; Y2 ) − I(U1 ; S1 ) 6 log 1 + 2
2
a P2 + P100 + 1
1
I(U2 ; V Y2 |U1 ) − I(U2 ; S1 |U1 ) 6 log (1 + P100 )
2


1
a2 P 2
I(V ; Y2 |U1 ) − I(V ; S1 ) 6 log 1 + 00
,
2
P1 + 1

(4.16)

where the mutual information terms are calculated by setting U1 = X10 + α1 S1 , U2 =
X100 + α2 S1 , V = aX2 + βS1 and X1 = X10 + X100 where X10 , X100 and X2 are Gaussian
variables with mean zero and variances P10 , P100 and P2 , and α1 ,α2 and β are given by
P10
P 1 + a2 P 2 + 1
P100
α2 =
P 1 + a2 P 2 + 1
a2 P 2
.
β=
P 1 + a2 P 2 + 1
α1 =

(4.17)

Proof. Theorem 7 follows from Proposition 7 by choosing the auxiliary random variables U1 , U2 and V as in the statement of the theorem. In particular, U1 is first decoded by receiver 1, and is designed to cancel the state in Y1 treating all other variables as noise. Then, V is decoded by receiver 1, and is designed to cancel the state in
Y10 = Y1 − U1 = X100 + aX2 + (c − α1 )S1 + N1 . Finally, U2 is designed to cancel the state
in Y100 = Y10 − V = X100 + (c − α1 − β)S1 + N1 . In order to satisfy the state cancellation
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requirements, α1 , α2 and β should satisfy
P10
,
P1 + a2 P2 + 1
α2
P 00
= 00 1 ,
1 − α1
P1 + 1
β
a2 P 2
= 00
,
1 − α1
P 1 + a2 P 2 + 1

α1 =

(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.20)

which yields (4.17). Substituting these choices of the random variables and the coefficients into Proposition 7, (4.13) becomes




1
P10
R1 6 min I(U1 ; Y2 ) − I(U1 ; S1 ), log 1 + 2
2
a P2 + P100 + 1


1
00
+ min I(U2 ; V Y2 |U1 ) − I(U2 ; S1 |U1 ), log (1 + P1 )
2



1
a2 P 2
R2 6 min I(V ; Y2 |U1 ) − I(V ; S1 ), log 1 + 00
.
2
P1 + 1

(4.21)

Hence, if the condition (4.16) is satisfied, the points on the sum capacity boundary (4.15)
can be achieved.
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Fig. 4.5: Ranges of c under which points on sum capacity boundary of the strong IC and Z-IC without state can be
achieved by the state-dependent IC and Z-IC.

In Fig. 4.5, we plot the ranges of c under which points, parameterized by R1 on the
sum capacity boundary of the strong Z-IC without state, can be achieved by the statedependent Z-IC following Theorem 4. It can be seen that as correlation between the two
states (represented by c) increases, initially more points on the sum capacity boundary
are achieved and then less points are achieved as c is above a certain threshold. Thus,
higher correlation does not guarantee more capability of achieving the sum capacity
boundary. This is because in our scheme both Ui and V are specially designed for Y1
based on dirty paper coding. At receiver 2, such design of V initially approximates
better the dirty paper coding design for Y2 as c becomes large, but then becomes worse
as c continues to increase, and hence decoding of V at receiver 2 initially gets better and
then becomes less capable, which consequently determines variation of achievability of
the sum capacity boundary.
Fig. 3.4 also plots the same parameter range for the state-dependent IC as characterized by Theorem 7. It is clear that the state-dependent IC achieves a smaller line segment
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on the sum-capacity (i.e., smaller range of R1 ). This is reasonable, because Theorem 7
for the IC requires more conditions than Theorem 4 for the Z-IC. Fig. 3.4 also demonstrates that large value of c(i.e., higher correlation between the states) is required for the
IC to achieve the sum capacity than the Z-IC. This is because the dirty paper coding is
designed with respect to receiver 1. High correlation between states helps such design
to be more effective to cancel that states at receiver 2 as well.

4.4

Weak Interference Regime

In this section, we study the state-dependent IC and ZIC in the weak interference
regime. The channel parameters for the IC in this regime satisfy |a(1 + b2 P1 )| + |b(1 +
a2 P2 )| 6 1, which reduces to a 6 1 for the Z-IC. It has been shown in [57–59], for
the weak IC without state and in [55] for the weak Z-IC that the sum capacity can be
achieved by treating interference as noise. It was further shown in [35] that for the IC
and Z-IC with the same but differently scaled state at two receivers, independent dirty
paper coding at the two transmitters to cancel the states treating interference as noise
achieves the same sum capacity. We node that such a scheme is also achievable in our
model, which thus yields the following Corollary.
Corollary 3. (A direct result following [35]) For the state-dependent IC with states
noncausally known at both transmitters, if |a(1 + b2 P1 )| + |b(1 + a2 P2 )| 6 1, the sum
capacity is given by

Csum





1
P1
P2
1
+ log 1 + 2
.
= log 1 + 2
2
a P2 + 1
2
b P1 + 1

It can be seen that the sum capacity achieving scheme does not depend on the corre-
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lation of the states, and hence, in the weak regime, the sum capacity is not affected by
the correlation of the states.
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4.5
4.5.1

Technical Proofs
Proof of Proposition 6

We use random codes and fix the following joint distribution:

PS1 S2 U V X1 X2 Y1 Y2 = PS1 S2 PU |S1 S2 PX1 |U S1 S2 PV |S1 S2 PX2 |V S1 S2 PY1 Y2 |S1 S2 X1 X2

1. Codebook Generation:
• Generate 2n(R1 +R̃1 ) codewords U n (w1 , l1 ) with i.i.d. components based on
PU . Index these codewords by w1 = 1, . . . , 2nR1 , l1 = 1, . . . , 2nR̃1 .
• Generate 2n(R2 +R̃2 ) codewords V n (w2 , l2 ) with i.i.d. components based on
PV . Index these codewords by w2 = 1, . . . , 2nR2 , l2 = 1, . . . , 2nR̃2 .
2. Encoding:
• Transmitter 1: Given (sn1 , sn2 ) and w1 , choose a un (w1 , ˜l1 ) such that
(un (w1 , ˜l1 ), sn1 , sn2 ) ∈ Tn (PS1 S2 U )
Otherwise, set ˜l1 = 1. It can be shown that for large n, such un exists with
high probability if
R̃1 > I(U ; S1 S2 )

(4.22)

Then Generate xn1 with i.i.d. component based on PX1 |U S1 S2 for transmission.
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• Transmitter 2: Given (sn1 , sn2 ) and w2 , choose a v n (w2 , ˜l2 ) such that
(v n (w2 , ˜l2 ), sn1 , sn2 ) ∈ Tn (PS1 S2 V )
Otherwise, set ˜l2 = 1. It can be shown that for large n, such v n exists with
high probability if
R̃2 > I(V ; S1 S2 ).

(4.23)

Then Generate xn2 with i.i.d. component based on PX2 |U S1 S2 for transmission
3. Decoding:
• Decoder 1: Given y1n , find (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ) such that
(v n (w2 , ˆl2 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PV Y1 ).
If no or more than one such pair (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ) can be found, declare an error. It
is easy to show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair
with high probability if

R2 + R̃2 6 I(V ; Y1 ).

(4.24)

After decoding v n , find the unique pair (ŵ1 , ˆl1 ) such that
(un (ŵ1 , ˆl1 ), v n (w2 , ˆl2 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PV U Y1 )

If no or more than one such pairs can be found, declare an error. It is easy to
show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair with high
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probability if
R1 + R̃1 6 I(U ; V Y1 )

(4.25)

• Decoder 2: Given y2n , find (ŵ1 , ˆl1 ) such that
(v n (w1 , ˆl1 ), y2n ) ∈ Tn (PU Y2 ).
If no or more than one such pair (ŵ1 , ˆl1 ) can be found, declare an error. It
is easy to show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair
with high probability if

R1 + R̃1 6 I(U ; Y2 )

(4.26)

After decoding un , find the unique pair (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ) such that
(v n (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ), un (w1 , ˆl1 ), y2n ) ∈ Tn (PV U Y2 )

If no or more than one such pairs can be found, declare an error. It is easy to
show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair with high
probability if
R2 + R̃2 6 I(V ; U Y2 )
Proposition 6 is thus proved by combining (4.22)-(4.27)

(4.27)
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4.5.2

Proof of Proposition 7

We use random codes and fix the following joint distribution:

PS1 S2 U1 U2 V X1 X2 Y1 Y2 = PS1 S2 PV |S1 PX2 |V S1 PU1 |S1 PU2 |S1 U1 PX1 |U1 U2 S1 PY1 |S1 X1 X2 PY2 |S2 X2

1. Codebook Generation:
• Generate 2n(R11 +R̃11 ) codewords U1n (w11 , l11 ) with i.i.d. components based
on PU1 . Index these codewords by w11 = 1, . . . , 2nR11 , l11 = 1, . . . , 2nR̃11 .
• For each un1 (w11 , l11 ), generate 2n(R12 +R̃12 ) codewords U2n (w11 , l11 , w12 , l12 )
with i.i.d. components based on PU2 |U1 . Index these codewords by w12 =
1, . . . , 2nR12 , l12 = 1, . . . , 2nR̃12 .
• Generate 2n(R2 +R̃2 ) codewords V n (w2 , l2 ) with i.i.d. components based on
PV . Index these codewords by w2 = 1, . . . , 2nR2 , v = 1, . . . , 2nR̃2 .
2. Encoding:
• Transmitter 1: Given sn1 and w11 , choose a un1 (w11 , ˜l11 ) such that
(un (w11 , ˜l11 ), sn1 ) ∈ Tn (PS1 U11 ).
Otherwise, set ˜l11 = 1. It can be shown that for large n, such un1 exists with
high probability if
R̃11 > I(U1 ; S1 ).

(4.28)
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Given w11 , ˜l11 , w12 and sn1 , choose a un2 (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ) such that
(un1 (w11 , ˜l11 ), un2 (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ), sn1 ) ∈ Tn (PS1 U1 U2 )
Otherwise, set ˜l12 = 1. It can be shown that for large n, such un2 exists with
high probability if
R̃12 > I(U2 ; S1 |U1 ).

(4.29)

Given un1 (w11 , ˜l11 ), un2 (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ) and sn1 , generate xn1 with i.i.d. components based on PX1 |S1 U1 U2
• Transmitter 2: Given sn1 and w2 , choose a v n (w2 , ˜l2 ) such that
(v n (w2 , ˜l2 ), sn1 ) ∈ Tn (PS1 V )
Otherwise, set ˜l2 = 1. It can be shown that for large n, such v n exists with
high probability if
R̃2 > I(V ; S1 ).

(4.30)

Then Generate xn2 with i.i.d. component based on PX2 |V S1 for transmission
3. Decoding:
• Decoder 1: Given y1n , find (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ) such that
(un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PU1 Y1 ).
If no or more than one such pair (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ) can be found, declare an error. It
is easy to show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair
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with high probability if

R11 + R̃11 6 I(U1 ; Y1 ).

(4.31)

After decoding un1 , find the unique pair (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ) such that
(un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), v n (w2 , ˆl2 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PV U1 Y1 )

If no or more than one such pairs can be found, declare an error. It is easy to
show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair with high
probability if
R2 + R̃2 6 I(V ; Y1 |U1 )

(4.32)

After successively decoding v n , find the unique tuple (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ) such
that
((un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), v n (w2 , ˆl2 ), un2 (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PV U1 U2 Y1 ))

If no or more than one such pairs can be found, declare an error. It is easy to
show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair with high
probability if
R12 + R̃12 6 I(U2 ; V Y1 |U1 )
• Decoder 2: Given y2n , find (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ) such that
(un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), y2n ) ∈ Tn (PU1 Y1 ).

(4.33)
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If no or more than one such pair (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ) can be found, declare an error. It
is easy to show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair
with high probability if

R11 + R̃11 6 I(U1 ; Y2 ).

(4.34)

After decoding un1 , find the unique pair (ŵ2 , ˆl2 ) such that
(un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), v n (w2 , ˆl2 ), y2n ) ∈ Tn (PV U1 Y2 )

If no or more than one such pairs can be found, declare an error. It is easy to
show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair with high
probability if
R2 + R̃2 6 I(V ; Y2 |U1 )

(4.35)

After successively decoding v n , find the unique tuple (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ) such
that
((un1 (ŵ11 , ˆl11 ), v n (w2 , ˆl2 ), un2 (w11 , ˜l11 , w12 , ˜l12 ), y1n ) ∈ Tn (PV U1 U2 Y2 ))

If no or more than one such pairs can be found, declare an error. It is easy to
show that for sufficiently large n, we can correctly find such pair with high
probability if
R12 + R̃12 6 I(U2 ; V Y2 |U1 )

(4.36)
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The corresponding achievable region is thus characterized by

R11 6 min{I(U1 ; Y1 ), I(U1 ; Y2 )} − I(U1 ; S1 )

(4.37)

R12 6 min{I(U2 ; V Y1 |U1 ), I(U2 ; V Y2 |U1 )} − I(U2 ; S1 |U1 )

(4.38)

R2 6 min{I(V ; Y1 |U1 ), I(V ; Y2 |U1 )} − I(V ; S1 )

(4.39)

Proposition 7 is thus proved by combining eqs. (4.28) and (4.29) with eqs. (4.37) to (4.39).
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C HAPTER 5

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

In this chapter, we first summarize our results in this dissertation, and then discuss
some future directions.

5.1

Summary of Dissertation

In Chapter 2, we studied the state-dependent MAC with a helper. Our achievable
scheme is based on integration of state subtraction and single-bin dirty paper coding.
By analyzing the corresponding lower bound on the capacity, and comparing to the upper bounds, we characterized the capacity for various channel parameters. We anticipate
that our way of analyzing the lower bound and characterizing the capacity can be applied to characterizing the capacity for other state-dependent networks. We further point
out closely related problems of state masking [60], state amplification [61], assisted interference suppression [62, 63], which have a similar goal of minimizing the impact of
the state on the output. It will be interesting to explore if the understanding here can
shed any insight on these problems.
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In Chapter 3, we studied the state-dependent Gaussian Z-IC with receivers corrupted
by two correlated states which are noncausally known at transmitters. We characterized
the conditions on the channel parameters under which the state-dependent Z-IC achieves
the capacity region or sum-capacity of the corresponding channel without state for the
very strong regime, strong regime and weak regime.
In Chapter 4, we studied the state-dependent Gaussian IC with receivers corrupted
by two correlated states which are noncausally known at transmitters. We developed a
new scheme that can simultaneously cancel the two states and interference, and analyze
the impact of correlation between states on the achievability of the capacity region. Our
comparison between the IC and the Z-IC suggests that the IC benefits more if the correlation between the states increases. We anticipate that the state cancellation schemes
we developed here can be useful for studying other state-dependent models.

5.2

Future Works

In this dissertation, we characterized the capacity region for two-types of statedependent models under various channel parameters. However, there are still channel
parameters under which the channel capacity is still unknown. For the state-dependent
MAC channel with a helper, the full capacity region remains unknown due to the lack
of tighter inner and/or outer bounds. In the recent work [64], a new outer bound is introduced which results in an improvement on the capacity characterization for this channel.
Such a technique can be useful to characterize the full capacity of the state-dependent
MAC channel with a helper model. For the state-dependent IC with correlated states
noncausally known at the transmitters, we studied only the cases, in which both interferences are strong or weak. It is interesting to study the cases in which one interference
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is strong and one is weak.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are two primary goals of information theory. The
first is the development of the fundamental theoretical limits on the achievable performance when communicating a given information source over a given communications
channel using coding schemes from a prescribed class. The second goal is the development of practical coding schemes, e.g. structured encoder(s) and decoder(s), that provide performance reasonably good in comparison with the optimal performance given
by the theory. As our theoretical results on the capacity of these models fulfill the first
goal for the channels of interest, the development of practical coding schemes becomes
a natural direction to fulfill the second goal.
The lattice coding is an attractive practical coding scheme to deal with state. The
proof in [65] showed that the capacity loss due to lattice coding is limited by its "shaping
gain", which is very small. Thus, it would be interesting as a future direction to apply
the lattice coding strategy to our models to develop more practical coding schemes.
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